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Communication
1. SOG employees share best practices with others within the organization in
ways that improve the overall effectiveness of the organization.
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SOG employees share best practices with others within the organization in ways that improve the overall effectiveness of the
organization.
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

3
7.32%
42.86%
3
8.33%
42.86%
1
4.55%
14.29%
1.71
7
7.69%

Agree
21
51.22%
55.26%
10
27.78%
26.32%
7
31.82%
18.42%
1.63
38
41.76%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
9
21.95%
60%
3
8.33%
20%
3
13.64%
20%
1.6
15
16.48%

Disagree
7
17.07%
25%
14
38.89%
50%
7
31.82%
25%
2
28
30.77%

Strongly Disagree
0
0%
0%
1
2.78%
33.33%
2
9.09%
66.67%
2.67
3
3.30%

Not Applicable
Mean
0
2.5
0%
0%
0
3
0%
0%
0
3.1
0%
0%
00
2.8
0%

Approximately half of respondents, 49% agree/strongly agree, 34% disagree/strongly disagree with an overall
mean score of 2.8. MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed no significant difference between group
(faculty, SPA, EPA) mean scores. Means were calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree,
“3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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2. What specific suggestions do you have for improving the sharing of best
practices?
Faculty
Text Response
Encourage more efforts to share or even attempt to define "best practices". Lunches, discussion
board, etc. Have task oriented groups get together to discuss what "practices" they have in common
and discuss what works. We have this knowledge base that is there but tapping into it or sometimes
even knowing it is there doesn't always work.
Regular internal training (formal or informal) by faculty/staff with knowledge and expertise of best
practices
Lunchtime discussions around, e.g., how we organize old emails; how we handle phone calls;
methods we've used for teaching; etc.
For me, this mostly happens at the occasional faculty meeting where someone reports on their work.
I think we need some sort of internal newsletter or other summary of things that are going on and
best practice info....
We should be more deliberate about using group-specific meetings (faculty meetings, division heads,
EPA Professional, division meetings) so solicit best practices - "good ideas" that folks have put into
productive use, and then sift those for ones that might be of general interest to include in an internal
communication vehicle (maybe a site where these are posted).
Better distribution of good ideas/promising pilots/best practices in a wide range of activities, RE:
publicizing courses, food economy/variety/healthiness, follow-up forms of evaluation of teaching
effectiveness (i.e., more than the exit survey).
I would guess this happens more among program managers than it does with faculty. It would be nice
to learn from other faculty members beyond teaching observations.
I believe we need to make a more concerted effort to share practices, experiences, etc. with each
other (and I'm as guilty as any in not doing so when I probably should). I do believe it is, in almost all
cases, it is just a simple oversight due to time constraints, other responsibilities, etc. - simply not that
fire that has to be put out. Overall people do what to share - blogs and other posting processes seem
to be the wave.
Faculty meetings have helped me recently, but I wish staff could attend if they wish to see what we
see - otherwise the info has to be repeated, or we go to staff to say we want to do something and
they have no idea what we are talking about.
Right now this is done in an ad hoc way. It would be nice if some of the information sharing was more
systematic.
More brown-bag, in-service opportunities.
communities of practice sessions--combine faculty and staff to engage in topical discussions about
issues that impact everyone
At faculty meetings, continue to have senior faculty explain how they approached research and
writing projects, advising opportunities (large and small), and development of courses.
What kind of best practices are we talking about? Best practices that governments should follow? If
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the best practices we are talking about are "process" best practices within SOG, then are were talking
about putting on programs, interacting with clients, writing publications? This question is too
ambiguous.
I wonder if individuals other than faculty are hesitant to tell us that there are better ways to do what
we're trying to do. Hope not, but am afraid so. Faculty need to interact with staff in a manner that
encourages that communication.
SPA
Text Response
more opportunity to meet and discuss
One idea: Within the building we have faculty members, instructors, and perhaps others whose
expertise would be very helpful to many departments on topics such as project management,
productivity, budgeting, communications, aspects of leadership, even specific computer program like
MS Word - to name a few. It would be beneficial to have in-house opportunities for staff training - or
even brown-bag lunch trainings - in areas that would improve our skills in those and other areas.
having face to face meetings where these practices are presented on a regular basis, supported by an
intranet page that lists methods/forms/etc
Not sure of perfect solution for this one, but there needs to be an ongoing forum or other vehicle
where faculty and staff can communicate best practices so everyone has a chance to benefit from
useful information. Monthly may be too often, but maybe twice a year?
Program Managers do a great job sharing best practices. OIS meetings, collaboration and discussions
assists in effort to share best practices and to grow the support services environment.
Encourage greater flexibility of tasks within departments.
Maintaining and cleaning up the P drive, or Intranet when it's revamped.
Some employees and groups do that but as a whole I don't think we are doing it enough. I don't think
there are enough opportunities to do this as a group or subgroups. So create more sessions to do
that - brown bag lunches on topics. Create a discussion board that links to the Intranet that would
allow people to post that information. Allow time at meetings, both faculty and SPA, for this sharing
of information.
Cross-sector teams PM learning sessions in which they can take initiative and share ideas. PMs do
not need to be supervised any time two or more are gathered.
a centralized database, and people who are willing to change the way they've "always done things"
Our regular group and division meetings are great opportunities to check in with each other and learn
what others are involved in, but as they are monthly- the information may not be as timely. It might
help to have a place to post information about projects that people are working on, so that as others
may be looking into similar projects- they can see who else has been doing similar work and possibly
exchange information about the hurdles they have encountered and how they overcame them. A
specific project area this would help in is distance learning. We are all exploring it in different ways
and it helps to compare notes with each other rather than each person doing all the work from the
bottom up.
To some extent, whether or not best practices are shared across levels and divisions is dependent on
individuals to take the initiative to share such information. Beyond that, however, I wonder if having
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a standard mechanism through which to share would help us do so in a more effective way.
Currently, some may share via email, some via blog, some via wiki, some simply by word of mouth. If
we had a standard vehicle across the School, would people be more likely to not only share but also
to seek out information shared by others?
I feel that there are certain procedural methods used by individuals or small groups that could benefit
the organization. I am interested in increasing the communication between program managers and
the publications division to set up best practices for the ways that courses and publications intersect,
especially in-building classes and the bookstore. i will be consulting with School management on this
suggestion.
I would suggest sharing the baseline process and procedures used. Then each staff member could
expand by sharing their technique. It is helpful to know the starting point and then to share from
there.
None. I think things are working quite well as they are.
e-mail newsletter
we just need more communication, especially in the PM section
Schedule forums for same or mixed groups to share things they use or create that would benefit
others.
Focus more attention towards inclusive information gathering efforts, as everyone within an
organization has something to offer, while preserving an option for anonymity. Put a complaint box
next to the ideas box, or let everyone know that all comments are valued. Report to everyone the
identified goals and the resulting actions that have led to improved information sharing. Blog or email as much as is necessary for everyone to feel included.
We could have a blog dedicated solely to this which could be seen by employees only. We could also
have more brown bag lunches. I also like that some people are stepping up and offering instructional
sessions during times when we cannot take classes through the University. Ex: Dale Roenigk offering
Excel training courses. I know not everyone has time to do this, but if we could start a series where
people sign up to teach something that they are experts in and people could sign up to attend for
whatever they felt they needed. With so many experts in the building I think it would be really cool to
share our expertise with each other. And honestly, if it’s something that one of the faculty are
already teaching then they wouldn’t have to put much effort in teaching to us, they could use a
similar lesson plan.
EPA Professional
Text Response
creating regular opportunities to do so. create the expectation that it will happen
This has been repeated over and over at most of the strategic planning events/meetings, but there
seems to be a lack of knowledge regarding exactly what all of the different people, groups and
centers do at the SOG. At the next school-wide event, it would be beneficial to have presentations on
each major group/center/initiative of the SOG so that folks know what others are actually working on
and who they are working with. This knowledge has to be present before best-practices can truly be
shared. (The brown-bags are beneficial in this way. For example, the most recent - Maureen's
Hunger Project presentation - many people learned about that project based solely on that info.
session being offered.)
Increased reasons to share i.e., increased advertisement of programs and courses in development
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and how others can help solicit lecturers; funders; underwriters; participants, etc. Brown bag series
for specific divisions to discuss some of the challenges/opportunities associated with something they
are working on.
I think we are open to sharing just about everything, but we aren't particularly intentional about
doing so. The sharing tends to be more serendipitous than planned.
A better way to communicate best practices, ie, newsletter, web page, wiki, etc.
I think the use of faculty meetings to highlight best practices has been effective. I don't know if staff
meetings are held regularly and, if so whether or not they have the opportunity to share relevant best
practices in that forum.
Regular discussions sessions (lunches?) with specific topics would help to facilitate this information
sharing.
I don't know what you mean. Best practices in what?
Incentives for collaboration. Incentives for sharing lessons learned/reporting on work that is being
done with certain communities. A web page on which employees could post recent work and lessons
learned is one way to do this, but if there is no incentive for employees (especially faculty) to do this,
it will not be used.
maybe creating a forum/site by which good ideas and success stories can shared school wide.
Some transparency from admin silo on what programs (faculty) are pulling in the $$$, and which ones
aren't. Cuts and budget-tightening seem heavily (and perhaps inappropriately) biased toward nonfaculty areas/personnel.
Sharing happens but could probably happen to a much greater degree. The more important questions
may be: Of what benefit is our sharing of best practices? Are best practices actually considered
seriously or forgotten fairly quickly? Which best practices have been adopted? What differences have
we seen from adopting best practices?
Simply more encouragement from Mike and division directors in email messages and meetings to
share best practices as people find and use them.
Have training sessions conducted by employees who are experts in best practices. Have events that
allow for more informal discussions between employees. I feel that I share with people I work with
closely but not anyone else in the building.
Management team and faculty seem to largely pronounce to staff how they will improve
effectiveness, but these people often lack a real sense of how the work is completed in the first place
and have even less of a sense of how to improve process.
It is important to include and get input from each division affected by a new process/procedure. We
do a good job at this, but there is definitely room for improvement.
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3. I think “silos” within the SOG impair our effectiveness.
Faculty
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

14

11

8

2

0

SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

11

8

4

1

1

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

3

12

2

3

0

0

I think silos within the SOG impair our effectiveness.
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

5
12.20%
38.46%
5
13.89%
38.46%
3
13.64%
23.08%
1.85
13
14.44%

Agree
14
34.15%
37.84%
11
30.56%
29.73%
12
54.55%
32.43%
1.95
37
41.11%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree
11
26.83%
52.38%
8
22.22%
38.10%
2
9.09%
9.52%
1.57
21
23.33%

8
19.51%
53.33%
4
11.11%
26.67%
3
13.64%
20%
1.67
15
16.67%

Strongly Disagree
2
4.88%
66.67%
1
2.78%
33.33%
0
0%
0%
1.33
3
3.33%

Not Applicable
Mean
0
2.7
0%
0%
1
2.6
2.78%
100%
0 2.25
0%
0%
21 2.57
1.11%

A total of 35% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 19% disagree/strongly disagree with an overall mean
score of 2.57. MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed no significant difference between group (faculty,
SPA, EPA) mean scores. Means were calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither
Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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4. Please give a specific example of a “silo” that impairs our effectiveness.
Faculty
Text Response
Split between the "Courts" Group vs "General Management". Do we talk together a lot about the
practices we do share and what we might learn from each other.
Leadership and management faculty have not been invited to work with the Judicial College on
sorting out the needs of their clients for leadership/management training.
1) I think many faculty members do not understand how their demands affect staff (not just program
managers but publications, IT, etc.) because faculty do not understand or appreciate the level or
extent of staff responsibilities. 2) I feel like I know so little about what my "non-legal" colleagues
teach, that when a client asks me a question that one of my non-legal colleagues may be able to
answer, I would not know enough to know that one of my colleagues could assist that person!
Organizing ourselves around client groups instead of around subject areas
I think it is important to be very careful in defining what we mean and do not mean by "silos."
Within many faculty fields, a detailed level of expertise on a defined field is one of our strongest
attributes and is what makes us "high performing" -- we have the detailed expertise that is not
available elsewhere. That is a beneficial "silo." That is very different from a failure to integrate various
internal SOG operations that need to function well to carry out our work, which could be the bad
"silos."
It just seems to me like ten years ago, I knew something about what was going on with each of our
major ongoing programs. Now I have no idea unless I am personally involved in them.
I think an example of a silo is that we often don't think about including people across
divisions/groups/roles when trying to solve a problem. I think we could use some training about how
to do that and have some pilot projects that illustrate the value of it (not in every case, but in some
cases - and we have to learn to identify when it makes sense).
Courts group on working with multiple instructors - SOG and from other places - to fit their programs.
We deliver content to client groups but that approach does not allow us to think holistically about
having an impact in terms of big picture issues that impact communities, regions, and the state as a
whole. So while we train managers, planners, economic developers, and so on, are we working
together to help all of those "clients" collectively deal with problems that they all have a piece of (like
growth, or economic vitality, quality of life)?
I would actually rephrase the comment to "I think silos can potentially impair effectiveness". Some
silos are natural and not problematic.
Silo has a negative connotation -- i see them more as "tents" gently flapping in the wind. I think the
EFC and the other finance folks could work a bit more together.
Even within "like groups" it's difficult to truly collaborate--faculty teach in each others programs, but
rarely know how their content connects or builds on other sessions. Program managers are often
excluded from planning and brainstorming sessions held by faculty and EPA professionals.
I don't know what a silo is.
faculty do not talk about their course offerings to determine what other client groups may benefit
from attending the session
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Increasing specialization means that our clients, who tend not to specialize, have to go to many
people here to get service, and our increasing specialization means that we don't understand their
world as well as we might if we paid more attention to the totality of the things our clients have to
deal with.
I believe that there are some functional "silos" that make sense. In terms of subject matter work
there may be time we can benefit from knowing what others in other areas are doing but in my
tenure at the School I have not found that people do not want to share it is just that we are all busy
and may or may not make the time or have the opportunities to communicate as much as we might
like.
Faculty members not knowing enough about what other faculty members are doing.
Reluctance to share substantive knowledge that may be of interest to to others within SOG
We have subject matter silos and client silos. Subject matter silos impair our effectiveness if, for
example, only one faculty member can answer a questions regarding public records law, or the law
governing search and seizure which may arise in varying legal contexts. Viewing certain client groups
as the sole responsibility of one or two faculty members also has positive and negative components.
On the positive side, it fosters relationships, but on the negative side, it limits opportunities for and
may even discourage collaboration
Although I would agree that silos can have a negative influence on effectiveness, specialization can
build expertise and have have a very positive influence on our effectiveness. For that reason, I
"disagree" with the overall thrust of the statement. The trick is to minimize the negative influence
without damaging the overall positive influence of nurturing the expertise of our faculty and staff.
I've never really understood the concern about silos. I'm paid to be a specialist, and it's not an
efficient use of my time to develop more than the most superficial familiarity with the specialties of
others. I know that's not a popular view, but it's really hard to spend energy learning information
that's of little practical use. True for our clients, and equally true for us.

SPA
Text Response
SOG divisions often live up to their name: they “divide” instead of blend together in the spirit of
collaboration to provide the best customer service to our clients. OIS relates to publications relates to
Library relates to IT relates to marketing & communications relates to printing and shipping relates to
Business Office relates to faculty and on and on. I would like to see Division Managers brainstorm
ways that employees are trained to think about how their work affects other divisions. We cannot
work in a vacuum and contribute to the SOG’s effectiveness.
Often we see the "knowledge is power" mentality and sharing tools, data, figures and the like is seen
by some as reducing individual power. In some case's job preservation is a growing interest and
sharing best practices has been slowed as a result.
a lack of communication amongst divisions; an "us vs. them" attitude
IT has many tools and techniques that may make a job easier but they don't have the time to share
that with everyone. In turn, one "outside" person has to learn to use the technology and then train
the next person, and so on. This slows down the process of getting the technology to everyone.
One definition of silo is: "An underground shelter for a missile, usually equipped to launch the missile
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or to raise it into a launching position." SOG example: indirect communication practices
some departments are very inflexible to new ideas and technology, and don't want to work with
others
I personally have never felt "silo"ed at the School. Perhaps my position is such that I naturally work
with people at all levels and across all divisions, perhaps I'm just comfortable doing so because of my
personality, but it's never really been an issue for me.
I don't feel like there are "silos" significantly affecting the School's operations.
I think that the lack of communication between faculty/staff is a "silo" that can impair our
effectiveness. I believe that things are discussed in faculty meetings that aren't always conveyed to
staff members to which it might apply.
I don't think they do. Instead, I think they help channel requests for information to appropriate
people. I haven't yet had an experience where people in one silo were hard to work with or horded
information. At least in my experience, whatever silos the SOG has do not appear to be hindering
communication.
Program managers often work in their own bubbles on their own courses with their own procedures.
Work sharing can be difficult and we don't have many opportunities to learn from each other.
Several factors contribute to silo activity, so this is not criticism of any person or group. When a
person is tasked with time limits/expectations more information should be provided, not less, and
efforts should be made to enlist the assistance of persons who have previously accomplished the
task. Confirm the expectations and requirements of persons who receive the task in tandem, too, to
avoid disappointing or unexpected results.
Faculty/Staff. Divisional silos ex. Publications/OIS or MPA/rest of SPA groups. I feel that we don’t
intermingle enough to know what other divisions are doing, therefore, we don’t understand each
other’s work. This creates a lack of appreciation for each other’s work which yields a lack of respect
and adds up to a poor working relationship and a poor working environment. This is the same for
faculty/staff or the different centers within the school. Most people don’t know what the EFC or CEC
do and how important their work is. So to sum up there is just a lack of communication throughout
the building about who does what and how their role fits into the mission of the school.
EPA Professional
Text Response
Given the nature of our work, that we are project and contract-based, it is often difficult to predict
when and where our efforts overlap from one group to another.
I never have opportunities to interact with the courts group or with clerks, for example. Those groups
with very tightly defined client groups or topic areas seem to me to honor/uphold that focus. That's
understandable, but even those groups have to work across organizational or functional lines at
times.
The MPA unit uses faculty from the SOG to instruct within their program. Students are working with
many local jurisdictions in the completion of their projects, capstones, and internships. Sharing this
integral part of the School of government with course participants might encourage greater support
for non-MPA courses. For example, we have many new managers moving into the area from out of
state that do not have a relationship with the SOG. How excited would they be to take the Municipal
& County Administration course knowing that many of their instructors also teach in a nationally
ranked Masters program?
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Knowing what opportunities within SOG exist where i could lend my skills and time to a project.
A silo, may not per se, impair our effectiveness overall. Where one working group may be completely
effective all on its own it might be even more effective or have greater impact if it collaborated with
another on a topic that addresses several client groups. It's the old adage that "the sum of the parts is
greater than whole". Because we don't know how effective we could be it's difficult to say how
working in silos is an impairment.
I'm thinking about this in terms of being aware of/ being able to discuss what people in different
areas of the SOG are doing when I'm out in the field and interacting with our clients. There have been
a few instances when I've been unaware that a colleague(s) has been working with a community that
I'm now interacting with on a project. It would be helpful to know about each other's projects to both
be able to share information and to not appear clueless about our colleagues to clients.
In the Marketing and Communications division, we sometimes do not find out about new programs or
initiatives until it is too late for us to offer marketing assistance that could be helpful. Sometimes
these new programs fail because of a low registration, and in some cases, this could be prevented by
better up-front coordination of marketing efforts.
The divide between lawyers and non-lawyers.
There are faculty members working in my subject area who go to conferences and write papers on
the subject but do not share this with me--I find out about these resources by chance.
A silo that impairs effectiveness would be one in which resources are not used effectively which in
turns leads to waste...
MPA program--what do they do? What are they up to? Too much us and them, not enough
integration?
My perception of silos at SOG is more about our hierarchy and pecking order. It's the age-old layer
system: administration and full faculty, junior faculty, EPA professionals, program managers and
other SPA exempt staff, and SPA non-exempt. Everyone except SPA non-exempt has someone to look
down on.
I don't always know what questions are posed directly to the lawyers in the building who handle the
issues I work on. As a result, a client may be speaking directly to me and directly to an attorney, and
we don't realize this. Sometimes, the questions overlap, and we lose efficiency.
School marketing used to be filtered through publishing, where they already did similar work. Now
the School devotes way too many resources to this special area when the existing group could handle
the work more cost effectively. The old annual reports looked much better than the new ones do too,
and included staff as well as faculty. IT operates in a vacuum, but combining efforts with others who
communicate information makes more sense and is the norm in most organizations.
At times, I think programs and centers such as the MPA program and Civic Ed operate as a "silo." I'm
not sure a program should be treated differently just because it has its own funding.
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5. What specific suggestions do you have for improving cross-group
collaboration?
Faculty
Text Response
Sharing of best practices as suggested above.
Developing a culture in which people confer about their clients' needs with colleagues who have
relevant expertise, albeit not with those particular clients. The client-centric focus to work is what
creates and sustains the silos.
1) Better communication (by faculty and staff) about priorities and time-sensitivity of projects. 2)
Perhaps a way to track certain projects online (e.g. a way to track the progress of bulletins/books as
they progress through the publications division). 3) I have the sense that program managers who
do excellent work often "get in trouble" for things that seem irrelevant to me (e.g. a napkin left in a
classroom after a class). We need to make sure that staff are evaluated (both on an everyday,
informal basis, and on a formal basis) on criteria that are relevant and keyed into the school's mission.
When staff members do good work, we need to have more ways to recognize them--not just annual
staff awards (which are great) but on a smaller scale as well.
One of the most important strengths of this School is the ability of expert faculty to work
independently with their advisory groups. In my experience other faculty are sufficiently ready to
collaborate when needed.
Focus on where collaboration is needed to be more effective rather than abstract collaboration for
the sake of collaboration. A problem solving focus would help; generic, abstract conversation may
make us feel better, but has limited benefit in moving to high performance.
Try to think less in terms of client groups and more in terms of areas of impact. So if we want to
impact policy, say, how communities deal with growth, we think about who needs to be "at the table"
both from the community's side and from the SOG, and figure out innovative ways to not only
convene the right people in the community, but also how to collaborate internally across "groups." So
working in a region on growth issues we might see folks from community development, leadership,
planning, EFC, finance, etc.
Have groups do more updates on what they are working on, announced at meetings, so we know
where we can contribute (or vice-versa).
Project based work that brings together different groups to complete a specific task.
Encourage more input from colleagues at the program-design stage. Engage program managers in
helping think about linkages (one program manager working on multiple programs may be more
aware of cross-over issues than the faculty are.)
internal notifications of upcoming courses (prior to their announcement) in order to allow client
group experts to determine if the course is appropriate to market to their group
The presentations at faculty meetings have been helpful.
Create "centers" that are cross-disciplinary, staffed by EPA professionals, to make it easier to move
forward with projects that require collaboration. Perhaps provide incentives for folks who find unique
ways to collaborate, recognizing that it is hard, takes time and effort, and diverts time away from
other activities. At the very least, celebrate collaborative efforts.
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More presentations at faculty meetings from the various working groups on interesting initiatives
about which the rest of us might not be aware. Jeff Welty's presentation on blogging was an
excellent example of a "best practice" discussion that was relevant to all subject areas.
Faculties are made of professionals, and the reward system is oriented to individual competition, not
teamwork. Furthermore most faculty members are introverts and do not naturally form groups. To
break the logjam, some formal teams with specific duties are going to have to be formed, probably
with direction from the top. The chance to work in teams on briefing papers for the Perdue transition
team was a welcome change.
Meetings and informal gatherings of folks who work in related fields.
SPA
Text Response
Divisions could have brown bag lunches or presentations about their workflow and processes and
how they interact with other divisions.
We are moving forward with Blogs'. More open group discussions and maybe an on-line School news
bulletin accentuating new innovative concepts in course delivery and client interaction. We need
support from our skilled education experts to throw out ideas and research in the areas needed.
See above--we should instead see ourselves as all committed toward a single goal and minimize
division "self-absorption"
Inviting people from other groups to your meetings. Example: bring someone from IT to the faculty
meeting to show how to use TurningPoint or have someone from the business office come to a SPA
meeting to explain budget items so everyone is on the same page. And I'm not sure how to do this
specifically, but figure out a way to remove the sense that some have, specifically SPA, that they need
to protect their job by keeping the information. I don't think it is done intentionally and frankly, who
could blame anyone for doing it with the current state of the economy, but we need to be more
willing to share openly and not feel that we will eliminate our own jobs by doing so.
Communication training and team building activities
working from a centralized database or content management system
I do, however, see the need for more social occasions to get to know our fellow employees better as
people. I suggest bowling.
None. Things seem to be working fine. I haven't experienced any difficulty working with multiple
groups in the SOG. Everyone I've met has been very nice and helpful.
involve different divisions on big projects from the start to allow each area's expertise to create a
better overall project
Work on overall procedures which affect several departments in the way that the announcement and
registration process was recently evaluated and mapped out.
Achieving ISO certification may not be the specific a goal of the SOG, but in this self-auditing effort
are efforts being made towards educating everyone about the process of achieving such proficiency?
Are these management and administrative efforts alone, or is everyone being included in internal
process refinement procedures. Can anyone identify how what they do affects persons in other
groups through a formal communication protocol?
I think there are multiple avenues we can take to improve cross-group collaboration. For me, it is
important to create personal working relationships with other employees in order to better
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understand their work. I think social events such as the Chili Festival create good atmospheres for
this. I personally wish there were more active recreational/working groups within the building that
invited input from faculty/staff and students like SOGreen. As of right now it is the only group that
offers this opportunity. I also think that it would be beneficial to offer more opportunities to
gather/mingle such as the SOGreen Car Free Lunch dates. While I’m bit partial to these (as I semi-run
them), I have really found them beneficial to my work. As I get to know more employees through
these lunches I learn more about their work which gives me more respect for them which creates a
better working relationship. On another note, I think we too often forget the MPA students exist.
They are here to learn, but they could also be a tremendous resource for the school if we allowed
them to be. I’ve seen a lot of positive changes implemented through SOGreen most of which were
initiated by students. What started as a student project has grown to be a schoolwide group that will
greatly benefit the school over the years to come.
EPA Professional
Text Response
None. The EPA professional group meets periodically and this is helpful.
When designing conferences or courses, seek input or participation from "unusual suspects" within
the building or across campus.
We need a "BIG PICTURE" group. This is a group of individuals who have as a secondary job
responsibility keeping the big picture in focus. These are the people that link "what we do" with "who
we are doing it with". How many municipalities are there in NC? How many of these have sent
personnel for training at the SOG? When was the last time? What course did they take? How often
have we held regional training in Cherokee, Rockingham, Pamlico, Brunswick? Who else in the state
offers training similar to ours? Who is their audience? How does the League and Association factor
into our sustainability? How can we get our publications before a wider audience? What are we doing
that could possibly serve as research for a national model? Who knows what we are doing?
build in incentives and time to do so. create some kind of rotation for generalist employees that
could provide chances to lend/develop skills outside their 'normal' areas of work. e.g., learning
sabbaticals or collaborative rotations...or something like that.
cross-group writing projects, blogs, working in subject areas instead of with a client group
Provide a forum by which working groups can discuss topics they are addressing for their respective
client group. This might generate cross-group collaboration on a project. Or, perhaps have a crossfunctional/group project or program steering committee (cross-group collaboration steering
committee) comprised of representative members of different working groups for the purpose of
looking for ways to collaborate on different projects.
Perhaps there's an internal site we can use to post a brief description of projects, alphabetically by
jurisdiction, with an SOG contact if we're interested in learning more. Then if I'm getting ready to
work with Buncombe County, I can quickly scan the list to see if there were any recent or current
projects I should be aware of.
A series of informal discussions (lunches?) might provide an opportunity for faculty/staff to present
internal "case studies" that illustrate successful collaboration.
I agree with respect to faculty; however, I think that the EPA Professionals and Staff model "non-silolike" behavior. It is often in the best interest of EPA Professionals to work across subject-area lines,
and because we have no incentives or formal career ladder, there's no competition or need to keep
our work to ourselves (this does not mean I think EPA Professionals should continue to have no
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formal incentives or career ladder).
A cross-group quarterly meeting designed to share and informed of plans happening in their areas.
just wanna complain--nothing productive here in terms of solutions
It may be a simple as a directive: Approach and interact with everyone as an equal. Don't say hello to
a faculty member standing next to me and fail to acknowledge me. Treat me as a member of the SOG
team. Body language and attitude often communicate louder and more specifically than words. I
believe program managers feel this especially keenly. I feel it, too, and the message is uncomfortably
clear. Let us all behave as if we all put our trousers on one leg at a time. It's not necessary to believe
it; just act like you do.
I think that one of the first hurdles is making sure that everyone knows about the type of work that
everyone else is doing. Maybe we need some kind of internal bulletin/message board where
everyone can post about what the work they are doing so that others are aware when there might be
a way to tie in their own work to those projects.
I think as more people, particularly newer faculty and EPA, find projects that would benefit from
collaboration, they will naturally do so as long as the general perception in the organization is that
this is encouraged.
Regular updates about the work in the school. This could take the form of an internal electronic
newsletter, brownbag lunch presentations, or regular school-wide meetings. I feel like I don't know
what many people do here and whether their work and my work overlap at all.
Create committees that exist of faculty and staff. Create committees that include clients. Create
committees of people with overlapping goals -- course support/publishing/IT/library, etc. - to develop
multi-tiered approach to same goal

6. As an SOG employee, I feel that I am encouraged to express innovative ideas
about how we can improve our work.
Faculty
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

12

21

7

0

0

0

SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

11

17

1

0

2

0

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

11

2

1

1

0
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As an SOG employee, I feel that I am encouraged to express innovative ideas about how we can improve.
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

12
29.27%
42.86%
11
30.56%
39.29%
5
22.73%
17.86%
1.75
28
30.77%

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

21
51.22%
42.86%
17
47.22%
34.69%
11
50%
22.45%
1.8
49
53.85%

7
17.07%
70%
1
2.78%
10%
2
9.09%
20%
1.5
10
10.99%

Disagree
0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
1
4.55%
100%
3
1
1.10%

Strongly Disagree
0
0%
0%
2
5.56%
66.67%
1
4.55%
33.33%
2.33
3
3.30%

Not Applicable
Mean
0 1.88
0%
0%
0 1.87
0%
0%
0
2.1
0%
0%
00 1.92
0%

A total of 84% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 4% disagree/strongly disagree with an overall mean
score of 1.92. MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed no significant difference between group (faculty,
SPA, EPA) mean scores. Means were calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither
Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent

7. What specific suggestions do you have for improving opportunities for
sharing innovative ideas?
Faculty
Text Response
Sharing of best practices as suggested above
1) Create several ways for sharing ideas (e.g. in addition to the idea "box" in staff room, an email
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address dedicated to these suggestions, several people (maybe a person in each division) who will
take suggestions and present them to the DAC (or whatever the appropriate body is). 2) Recognition
of these ideas in some forum, so people know that their ideas are not disappearing into a black hole!
Even if the ideas are unrealistic, it would be helpful to acknowledge that the ideas have been shared.
I appreciate this survey and other outreach efforts of the DAC...
I feel that we have been encouraged to do that in this strategic planning process, and if we do this as
an ongoing thing, it seems like we will have institutionalized that. As a faculty member, most of my
innovations are self-executing.
I think the Dean has done a good job of asking us for ideas and giving us multiple venues for doing so.
don't make it postings where we have to go there to get the ideas. I don't have time. But that is why
I need the help! It is a conundrum.
Sometimes innovation is "tolerated" but not encouraged.
We have established a committee that is designed to accept and review these ideas - let's keep that
group together even beyond this strategic planning effort.
The question is not so much whether there are opportunities to share ideas; there are. The question
is whether anyone is motivated enough to listen to and follow through on what others have to say.
Perhaps a blog where folks post ideas/suggestions/examples
Innovation is welcomed more (and thus encouraged more) by some folks than others, since change is
hard, takes a lot of energy, and both time and energy are precious commodities in the work we're
trying to do here.
SPA
Text Response
suggestion box, "staff" meetings
Within my department, I feel there is encouragement to brainstorm and express ideas that will
improve our products or process. School-wide, I think we should make it a rule that the following
words are never uttered: "That's how we've always done it."
Staff could present innovative ideas to Division Managers and trust that they share them in Division
Manager monthly meetings. Or, they could post them to the Dean’s blog or Strategic Planning blog?
Necessity is the mother of invention. The recent budget crisis is sparking innovative concepts and
practices to forward the schools mission. We do need to celebrate innovation and share ideas,
however word of mouth seems to be our only approach. Sort of an old fashion way to communicate
but one of the best ways to gather buy-in to new ideas.
I think that we already have many opportunities for this--I think the committees, etc., have done a
good job ensuring the availability/variety of these opportunities
Create some sort of online anonymous (if you want to be) suggestion box. Allowing more
brainstorming sessions at meetings. The building is full of great ideas that get shared during one-onone conversations but they aren't taken anywhere after that. We need a forum to be able to suggest
these things without being judged. Many SPA are still intimidated by speaking up for fear that faculty
will shoot down their ideas. We need to create a way for these ideas to still be shared.
Communication training and team building activities
My supervisor and I share ideas. There is open communication and the ability to discuss things
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openly.
The recent increase in use of blogs is an idea. Also, the 1-hour webinar is a great means of
communicating ideas and also providing training if necessary.
I know the gist of this survey is that there are internal communication problems at the SOG, but I
haven't experienced any, so I can't offer suggestions for improving something that doesn't appear
broken.
staff need to be more empowered to make suggestions; some ideas are silenced by faculty who are
resistant to change before they are evaluated
Create electronic forums for staff within departments and for departments to exchange ideas, discuss
procedures, plan meetings, or whatever interaction that leads to improved communication and
productivity -- without having to have all-hands-on-deck meetings. Model the electronic forums on
flat or threaded formats and use existing or open source software, e.g., the Wiki program that came
with the Mac server or any of the forum programs listed on http://www.forum-software.org/.
Moderated discussions that identify goals, the tasks required to achieve those outcomes, and the
milestones that measure progress would be more successful than unmoderated forums that generate
non-utilized virtual fuel (think Methane from cow patties). As more persons become familiar with
forums and get some benefit from contributing to forum discussions more ideas would be generated.
This is not to say that static survey forms don't have their place.
Similar to the best practices ideas I had above, I believe blogs would be helpful along with
social/working gatherings. I also think twitter could be used as a tool to communicate with each
other to talk about better practices or anything really.
EPA Professional
Text Response
I feel like I can express anything within my immediate work group. Going out a step beyond that, I
feel like I can say anything but no longer expect creativity/innovation to made tradition budge an
inch, at least without significant evidence that the change would be successful or non-threatening.
Incentive awards - an innovative idea that is adopted and incorporated into "what we do" earns that
submitter a tangible reward (day off with pay; parking in the SOG lot; recognition in an internal
newsletter; lunch with the Dean; etc.)
keep asking
brown bags (like the one on hunger/food pantries recently), school meetings,
I do think that there has been a more deliberate attempt to encourage all SOG employees to share
innovative ideas with the advent of the "strategic planning process" than had been the case in the
past.
Until recently, there was no official forum for sharing innovative ideas. With the creation of the OD
subcommittee, that seems to be changing.
Breaking us into smaller groups to talk. There is little sharing that can occur at faculty meetings.
Similar to the above statement about sharing best practices, you can create a space for doing this, but
if there is no incentive to share innovative ideas, it will not be done.
If possible...more face to face interaction
While I think that I am encouraged in some ways, it seems to me that some faculty and staff reject
out of hand "innovative" ideas and practices without considering them fully. Rigid thinking and
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comfort zones are difficult to get around in any organization, and this one is no exception. It might be
a good idea for us to emphasize more open-mindedness and intellectual curiosity. Suspend disbelief
long enough to listen, consider, and try. Among many of our lawyers, full consideration of "new" ways
of doing things seems to apply only to the practice of law. Some tend to regard anyone else who is
not a lawyer as less able in our disciplines. This is tedious and unbecoming to us as an organization.
And, it reduces our effectiveness.
Creating some kind of electronic newsletter or online bulletin board where everyone can share ideas.
Division and area-staff meetings should encourage this and reinforce that sharing is a welcome value
and practice.
Having an ongoing forum for sharing ideas outside of the strategic planning process. Perhaps having
some sort of innovative idea award or contest.
I believe that the School actively penalizes staff who express innovative ideas.
We could come up with some sort of incentive for employees to share ideas. Maybe have an "idea of
the month."

8. What existing types of internal communication do you find useful?
Faculty
Text Response
email, blackboard, meetings
Face-to-face discussions.
Talking with my teaching mentor and other mentors
email summaries
I like to know who new people are and what they do. I think some sort of informal blog or community
webpage would be nice for work and non-work related information. The email folders are useless and
I'd rather not see this stuff in regular email. I've seen internal e-bulletin boards that seem to work
pretty well on other sites.
Work group meetings. Faculty meetings. Email to "ALL" done selectively.
The presentations at faculty meetings are extremely helpful.
I like the new blog. I think the Blackboard site for proposals is a good idea (I just need to utilize it
better).
email
E-mail Faculty meetings, to some extent Ad hoc brownbag lunches or other meetings where ways of
improving specific aspects of our work (such as teaching) are discussed
Email, blackboard, intranet
faculty meetings, meeting people in the hall
F2F meetings viewing web pages posted by colleagues
email, blogs, faculty meetings
I will admit that I do not use the intranet a lot but do find that there is useful information available. I
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also think Mike does a good job sharing at faculty meeting and via emails.
1. Email. 2. Perhaps blogs restricted to certain groups (such as a faculty blog). 3. NOT Blackboard that is not a very friendly interface to use.
Face to face conversation
I love the presentations at faculty meetings where people talk about their work. Brown bag lunches
also are good. I also like Mike's Blog.
Informal communication, by far, and I regret that the opportunities for that are so limited. I don't
think we need more meetings, more surveys (respectful observation here), or more structure. I wish
staff weren't so chained to a rigid schedule, so that having a spontaneous cup of coffee to chase an
idea would be more acceptable.
SPA
Text Response
Face-to-face meetings with staff, faculty, and management team are my favorite forms of
communication. These are the only way I feel that people are forced to pay attention, listen, and be
heard. Once communication becomes electronic, I cannot be sure how effective it is, who really reads
it, and whether it is taken seriously.
Email and face to face interactive meetings.
this survey is good! Suggestion box was another good idea. Blogs, etc. Anonymous forums are
probably best
Email
Open Forums when we've had them, especially those that are specific to the audience (Faculty, EPA
non-faculty and SPA). Blogs.
In-person
meetings!
I find the intranet to be a very useful source of information, although I'd like to see it expanded. I also
love the use of blogs (Mike's Blog and the TLS blog come to mind). Ultimately though, how useful
these types of information are come back to the willingness of individuals to seek out information in
those areas.
Suggestion box and the openness that at any opportunity, the School invites input.
Direct face to face contact.
Webinars, Blogs, Email
The All emails are interesting and sometimes useful. I like that we have a culture that doesn't react
negatively to such things. The All emails strike me as someone leaning their head out of their dorm
room door and yelling a question down the hall. I like that we can do that. The fact that we can
makes me feel that we're a close knit group. Similarly, the fact that nearly every door is open and
people can just drop by is also great.
e-mail
The employee intranet is a good resource, and of course using/sharing calendars in outlook is a great
way to communicate regarding meetings/appointments. I really like Mike's Blogs and appreciate his
taking the time to use this format to share information.
emails about new employees, new website homepage, listserve emails
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Agenda-based meetings are usually highly productive, provided that they are inclusive and, if not,
that the persons involved are well informed. Besides talking to one another, project specific memos
(interdepartmental and departmental) serve as a reference to the outcome of discussions and to the
input of SOG administrators.
EPA Professional
Text Response
The EPA professional group meets periodically and this is helpful.
I read and benefit from the emails sent to "all." I like brown bag lunches, even if I don't get to many.
Casual conversations in natural gathering spots (around the coffee pot) are the best!
Unfortunately the least reliable is word of mouth but is also the most frequent mode of
communication utilized around the SOG. Emails are second best but as they increase you may
overlook important ones. A true "intra-net" would be helpful to post time sensitive information.
informal, regular newsletters or blog postings about our work, our impacts with clients. Stories are
compelling; project updates...not so much.
I find email the most useful.
I'm not certain about the types we have other than Mike's blog and the SOG web-site, the latter of
which seems pretty static. Using printed documents such as the Strategic Planning flyers, etc. seems
to be an outdated mode of communication and it generates a lot of waste.
Faculty meetings, EPA meetings, emails. The new blogs have some interesting information. I do
hope that we're not being "graded" on whether or not we post comments.
E-mail messages from the dean; Announcements on the digital sign; Posters in break/kitchen areas
I enjoy the faculty meetings and Mike's memos.
Internal e-mail updates from programs. Budget updates have been well-done--brief, to the point,
well-timed.
Emails and blogging
existing openness in organization with Mike's leadership suggestions box surveys
Face to face conversation, small group discussions, collaboration on projects, as well as most written
and electronic communication. I appreciate Mike Smith's regular updates and human touch. Would
that others on the administrative team could appear genuine in the same way.
Email updates; copies of printed material.
Email updates. Our group's own regular staff meetings.
The green sheet is useful. The daily list is useful. The intranet, public folders, and blog are annoying
and clumsy. IT's annual report was good.
I like the HR updates Maggie sends via email. I also like the daily list.
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9. What specific suggestions do you have for improving internal communication
(ie. expand, eliminate, add)?
Faculty
Text Response
Create a "fun" listserv where employees could plan social activities (lunches, book clubs, fitness
outings) or announce social events or sell tickets or share ideas, etc.
This is not an issue in my experience.
see newsletter idea, above
I don't think we need the polished marketing material for internal communications.
Eliminate blackboard as a way to communicate about strategic planning. Perhaps expand Mike's blog
with subcategories that would carry on their own "strings" of conversation. Separate point: We must
always allow some anonymous method for communication.
People will communicate with one another better if they are expected to work together. Without the
expectation that people will be working together, not much internal communication will occur.
More access to our colleague's substantive work, emails, teaching materials, and thought processes.
This could be facilitated by a document management system, a more vibrant intranet, or perhaps a
blog.
The kinds of things I often find out about too late or not at all are what other faculty members are up
to (despite what I just said about silos). I wish there was an easily accessible central location for
course agendas and materials, just so I could learn more about what's going on.
SPA
Text Response
Please eliminate from sog e-mail all personal communications on fundraisers for outside
organizations, tickets to events, etc.
To be sure that everyone’s favorite methods of receiving and digesting information are covered, I say
nothing should be eliminated. Overkill may be the only way to be sure something crosses the right
person’s desk. Critical communication should always be face-to-face.
We need more transparency and openness. We may need to take a look at how "think tanks" interact
and possibly implement best communication practices.
none that I can think of
Email is a wonderful communication tool because it allows one to share information, with one or
many folks at the same time, without an interruption to their work - it can be checked at a time that
is most convenient. Phone calls and "drop bys" are often a break in one's concentration and generally
take longer to express the same information. Another suggestion for an improvement for internal
communication is to practice technical writing - express what you want or need, in as few words as
possible, while still giving all the facts - who, what, where, when, why...It appears that some of us
never read past the first line of the email, so maybe this will help. Responding to emails promptly is
a courtesy that will greatly improve our ability to maintain schedules and accommodate our clients.
When people wait a day or two to respond to a query about possible dates, other folks schedules
change while the originator of the meeting is waiting for their response. This makes it necessary to
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send even more emails, to look at more dates... The intranet for employees shares a wealth of
information if only we had a way to get folks to try using it - orientation session maybe.
Use more online technology available for sharing. Offer more brown bag brainstorming sessions.
meetings are good, email is good too
I'd love to see an online newsletter of sorts that could feature everything from spotlights on
something someone is doing (perhaps one on a faculty or EPA research project and one on a staff
innovation per "issue") to quick hits on anything else that may be new to the School or affect how we
do our work (UNC HR policies, a new process implemented School-wide; the possibilities are
limitless). I envision such a newsletter in a similar vein as the new client profiles featured on the front
page of our website but strictly for an internal audience, perhaps emailed out to everyone when a
new one has been published and then linked for archival purposes on the intranet. I personally
believe it should be electronic-only, largely as a cost-saving measure.
some type of newsletter or online forum to share work of individuals and groups
Require the project specific memos mentioned in the previous response. No fancy design required -just post the numbers and the text. Kill no trees, please, by placing such reports on the intranet. Email is as a garden gone to weeds -- set specific rules for its use. IM is now the virtual equivalent of
shouting down the hall. Again, set specific rules for its use.
Consolidate. We have too many options, and things often get lost. Our P drive either needs to be
eliminated or drastically cleaned up as it is very outdated. The public folders in email are the same
way, honestly I think they could be eliminated entirely. I think we should choose a few modes of
communication and one Public storing place and stick to those to ensure that people receive
communication. Email seems to work very well, but I would argue that blogs and or other new
technologies such as twitter would be good modes of communication as well. The only problem we
currently have is that an email message is needed to prompt most people to look at the actual blogs.
I think this will change overtime, but for the meantime it is the best method to get people to actually
look at the blogs (I’m referring to Mike’s Blog primarily). I also think we need to start looking forward
to these more modern modes of communication if we wish to be a leader in our specific areas of
expertise.
EPA Professional
Text Response
We could consider having a monthly presentation or show-and-tell about ANY kind of topic and invite
ALL staff to attend.
A user friendly intra-net that is purged of "old" information regularly; a "blue screen" that pops up
whenever you log onto the computer that list important items to be noted for that month;
appointment of "town criers" for each area. These persons would have the responsibility of receiving
information and making sure it is disseminated in their "working group". They would also be the one
you took information to that you wanted shared.
Create an intranet site that's laid out well and is easy to navigate where divisions and centers, etc.,
can post updates. Something like the SOG website that our external client groups see. That's nicely
done.
E-mail messages sent to "All" should be limited to official, work-related communication; this change
would reduce e-mail clutter and would focus more attention on announcements that are truly
important. Also, a more robust, easier-to-use intranet tool would be very useful.
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Frankly, I think some of this is personality-based. If someone wants to learn about what others are
doing or they want to share what they are doing, no one is preventing them from doing so. Internal
communication and academia are in tension. There is a culture of keeping to oneself, and that goes
with the turf in academia. We can spend time creating mechanisms for internal communication, but I
don't know if we're going to change the culture of academia.
none at this time
cross area formal committees, task forces for different school projects. Transparency on what
programs (faculty) are pulling in the $$$, and which ones aren't.
A hierarchy is fine and probably necessary, but overtly behaving like one is higher on the food chain is
not. Start by eliminating/reducing the trapping of segregation of the rungs in our hierarchy. Require
(teach) us to demonstrate through action and word an appreciation of one another's roles and
contributions.
I would add a site to the internal website for posting of copies of materials that may not appear on
course pages, etc., but that people think would be useful to share --- new announcements, postcards,
etc. An internal newsletter on the people and work of SOG by email or print would also be nice, just
to keep everyone up to date on new programs, people, marriages/births, accomplishments, etc.
Regular all-employee meetings about work being done at the school. Some type of regular electronic
update/newsletter.
Internal communication should include all involved parties.
All employees need to be encouraged to actively use the Outlook calendar, so we would be more
efficient at scheduling meetings. A lot of employee time has been spent emailing back and forth to
see when people are free to meet.

10. The following leaders at the SOG share information with employees in an
effective and timely manner:
Faculty
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

Dean

17

20

1

1

0

1

Management
Team

5

20

11

3

0

1

Division
Managers

2

7

10

1

2

18

My Division
Manager

1

6

6

0

1

25

Question
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SPA
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

Dean

15

14

1

1

0

0

Management
Team

4

12

5

7

2

1

Division
Managers

2

12

10

6

0

1

My Division
Manager

8

11

4

4

1

3

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

Question

EPA Professional
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Dean

13

5

0

1

1

0

Management
Team

1

7

7

2

3

0

Division
Managers

0

4

10

2

1

3

My Division
Manager

6

4

5

2

0

3

Question

10. The following leaders at the SOG share information with employees in an
effective and timely manner:
Dean
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The following leaders at the SOG share information with employees in an effective and timely manner: - Dean
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

Agree

17
41.46%
37.78%
15
41.67%
33.33%
13
59.09%
28.89%
1.91
45
49.45%

20
48.78%
51.28%
14
38.89%
35.90%
5
22.73%
12.82%
1.62
39
42.86%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
1
2.44%
50%
1
2.78%
50%
0
0%
0%
1.5
2
2.20%

Disagree
1
2.44%
33.33%
1
2.78%
33.33%
1
4.55%
33.33%
2
3
3.30%

Strongly Disagree
0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
1
4.55%
100%
3
1
1.10%

Not Applicable
Mean
1 1.75
2.44%
100%
0 1.61
0%
0%
0
1.6
0%
0%
11 1.67
1.10%

A total of 90% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 4% disagree/strongly disagree with an overall mean
score of 1.67. MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed no significant difference between group (faculty,
SPA, EPA) mean scores. Means were calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither
Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent

Management Team
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The following leaders at the SOG share information with employees in an effective and timely manner: - Management Team
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

5
12.20%
50%
4
11.11%
40%
1
4.55%
10%
1.6
10
10.99%

Agree
20
48.78%
51.28%
12
33.33%
30.77%
7
31.82%
17.95%
1.67
39
42.86%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
11
26.83%
47.83%
5
13.89%
21.74%
7
31.82%
30.43%
1.83
23
25.27%

Disagree
3
7.32%
25%
7
19.44%
58.33%
2
9.09%
16.67%
1.92
12
13.19%

Strongly Disagree
0
0%
0%
2
5.56%
40%
3
13.64%
60%
2.6
5
5.49%

Not Applicable
Mean
1
2.4
2.44%
50%
1 2.81
2.78%
50%
0 2.95
0%
0%
1.5 2 2.66
2.20%

A total of 53% of respondents agree/ strongly agree while 19% disagree/strong agree. A fourth, 25% were
uncommitted. The overall mean score was 2.66. MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed no significant
difference between group (faculty, SPA, EPA) mean scores. Means were calculated using score range: “1” =
Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent

Division Managers
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The following leaders at the SOG share information with employees in an effective and timely manner: - Division Managers
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

2
4.88%
50%
2
5.56%
50%
0
0%
0%
1.5
4
4.40%

Agree
7
17.07%
30.43%
12
33.33%
52.17%
4
18.18%
17.39%
1.87
23
25.27%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
10
24.39%
33.33%
10
27.78%
33.33%
10
45.45%
33.33%
2
30
32.97%

Disagree
1
2.44%
11.11%
6
16.67%
66.67%
2
9.09%
22.22%
2.11
9
9.89%

Strongly Disagree
2
4.88%
66.67%
0
0%
0%
1
4.55%
33.33%
1.67
3
3.30%

Not Applicable
Mean
18
4.2
43.90%
81.82%
1 2.77
2.78%
4.55%
3 3.45
13.64%
13.64%
1.32 22 3.55
24.18%

A total of 29% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 13% disagree/strongly disagree. More than half, 57%
were uncommitted and marked either NA or Neither Agree or Disagree. The overall mean score was 3.55. Means
were calculated using the following range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed significant difference
between group (faculty, SPA, EPA) mean scores, F=8.28 (2), p < .001. This may be because 68% of faculty and
nearly 60% of EPA Professionals, marked “Neither Agree or Disagree or NA” on this question.
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent

My Division Manager
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The following leaders at the SOG share information with employees in an effective and timely manner: - My Division Manager
Strongly Agree

Faculty

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

1
2.44%
6.67%
8
22.22%
53.33%
6
27.27%
40%
2.33
15
16.67%

Agree
6
14.63%
28.57%
11
30.56%
52.38%
4
18.18%
19.05%
1.9
21
23.33%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
6
14.63%
40%
4
11.11%
26.67%
5
22.73%
33.33%
1.93
15
16.67%

Disagree
0
0%
0%
4
11.11%
66.67%
2
9.09%
33.33%
2.33
6
6.67%

Strongly Disagree
1
2.44%
50%
1
2.78%
50%
0
0%
0%
1.5
2
2.22%

Not Applicable
Mean
25 4.77
60.98%
80.65%
3 2.61
8.33%
9.68%
3 2.75
13.64%
9.68%
1.29 31 3.58
34.44%

A total of 40% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 9% disagree/strongly disagree. Over half, 51%, were
uncommitted and marked NA or Neither Agree or Disagree. The overall mean was 3.58. Mean scores were
calculated using the following range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree,
“5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA. MANOVA (multiple analysis of variance) revealed significant difference between
group (faculty, SPA, EPA) mean scores, F=16.77 (2), p < .001. This may be because 75% of faculty marked “Neither
Agree or Disagree or NA” on this question.

Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent

11. What specific suggestions do you have for the type and method of
information you wish to receive from SOG leaders?
Faculty
Text Response
None. Quite happy with the communications from leadership
Both the dean and the management team raise issues and invite input, but too often fail to close the
loop by informing us about what they have decided to do. Division managers create new rules, but
do not bother to let faculty know about them. So we stumble into situations we could have avoided,
had we known about new procedures or regulations.
For example, an email from the Management team re: the recent furlough program would have been
helpful.
Emails are very helpful. Faculty meetings are very helpful for faculty, but I don't know if staff receive
the same timely, quality information in another forum.
It would be good to hear (not necessarily regularly or formally) from division managers about what
their divisions are doing. A lot of folks don't even know what all the divisions are and what they do.
Would like to see some sense of collective feedback to MT and Dean - right now, it seems to only
happen individually, so it is hard for employees to see if there are shared/general concerns.
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I don't have strong feelings More written information about the finances of our organization would be appreciated. More
information about how program managers’ tasks are assigned would be appreciated. More
information about the activities of the SOG foundation would be appreciated
I'm pleased with the current level of information.
SPA
Text Response
routine emails
When job pay/leave/crisis information is issued on email it is important to call a school meeting to
make certain the email/cooler chatter does not create a panic situation--One clear message from
leadership will stop paranoia and panic
I trust SOG leaders to communicate what needs to be necessary. I do not get the feeling they hold
anything back. I am, however, a little skeptical about how information from the Management Team
gets filtered or embellished through Division Managers. Perhaps they have a different or misguided
agenda. Who knows?
Quarterly performance reports. (What have we done lately) Gain loss reports and publication sales
figures should be available to all school members quarterly. Client contact hours each month, high
performing program measured by contact hours, number of clients and receipts.
I think they are doing a good job of this at the present time.
I like receiving the picture and brief bio for new employees. Any changes to procedures or
responsibilities in any division are helpful to the rest of the school employees. Example: Who handles
outside clients that want to rent SOG space or who schedules C3 phone lines (whom changed
recently)?
It would be helpful if SOG leaders would practice and model open and respectful communication in
such a way that inspires creative thinking and initiative, allowing for a little more trial and error.
I think Mike has this thing down to a science. When something needs to be communicated Schoolwide, he sends emails that are concise, informative and thoughtful (particularly if it's a touchy
subject). When he wants to expound upon a particular topic or just share thoughts on something
related to what we're doing, his blog serves as a wholly viable mechanism (provided one takes the
time to click on the link and read it, but to each their own). When he needs immediate feedback on
an individual level, he takes the time to come to that individual's office to discuss the matter at hand.
I think division managers could take a cue on that last point, but not only to discuss particular issues
but also just to check in, see how their employees are doing, any concerns, etc. Sometimes it's not
only about sharing information on a specific issue but in simply keeping communication lines open
and two-way.
Meetings and emails are fine. I prefer meetings. It allows face to face communication.
I'm happy with the types and method of info sharing I've gotten so far. Email works best for me,
which seems to be the primary means of contact for people who primarily work off site. I don't feel
out of the loop on things that concern me, and if ever I do, I never have any trouble getting answers
to my questions from other people at the SOG.
I'm interested in learning more about what the management team does and receiving information
about their discussions and decisions.
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Translating ISO standards and how to achieve them into lay terminology must be within the
capabilities of someone or some group in the SOG? Could division managers work with staff to
identify interdepartmental communication and to map processes that generate the interaction, even
if only to confirm that everyone involved knows the person(s) with whom they need to speak to
obtain information required to perform tasks?
EPA Professional
Text Response
email is the preferred method, although face to face meetings are welcome from time to time
Thanks for being open to changes in the status quo!
None at this time. I am lucky to be in the "loop" and receive great information from my supervisor as
well as the dean.
continued face-to-face, blogs, and/or emails
I think we do a good job of sharing information as it becomes available, via e-mail and forums such as
the faculty meeting. Info could be thought of or presented on a tiered basis, e.g.; personal: budget
issues as it pertains to jobs at the SOG and UNC, clients in terms of the work we do (if they have an
issue then it may trickle down...e.g., travel freeze), other HR issues like raises, furloughs, benefit
changes. School-what's going on in the SOG that might be of some interest...did someone do
something cool or get recognized in the community ? then the University level.....what's going on at
UNC ?
I would appreciate knowing the priorities and goals of the members of the management team,
including regular updates
Communication on what the strategy is for the organization and what steps we plan to use to get
there. Follow up on how we are doing on those strategies.
I want to receive, in a timely way, information that affects my work or my approach to my work.
Leadership should be encouraged to think strategically about how even small details can make a
change in how work should be done by those farther down the line. The communication role of a
leader is not just to pass on information; it is to analyze and communicate the "so what" of the
information for those who might be affected.
Continue to do what you are doing. When there is news that needs to be shared, share it, otherwise
provide annual updates as needed on budget, personnel changes, organizational planning issues, etc.
Email updates are always appreciated, though I do like regular, face-to-face meetings as a better way
to have questions answered and to have discussion. I would appreciate having these leaders do
briefings for work groups within the school as a possible forum.
I want to believe that administrators are working with my best interests in mind and an awareness of
the need to ask interested parties for feedback, but I rarely think that here.
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12. Please provide any other comments or suggestions you have about internal
communication at the SOG.
Faculty
Text Response
Keep up Dean's lunches - but over time focus less on new employees and more on helping build
relationships across various functions, units, etc.
Working on faculty committees is one of the few ways a faculty member can get to know people from
outside her/his field. Thus assignments to faculty committee or task forces are important as a way of
encouraging teamwork. Unfortunately appointments to committees and groups of this sort are not
very evenly spread among faculty.
We need an employee bulletin board on the intranet.
SPA
Text Response
Internal communication continues to improve and impress me. I suspect it is better here than
anywhere else on campus. This survey proves that point.
Surveys are great. Ask more questions of the resources assets.
Very collegial. There seems to be a genuine interest in communication within and among groups.
It would be helpful if SOG leaders facilitated inclusiveness and collaboration so as to minimize
hierarchal and interdivisional tensions and constraints.
I'm happy with the state of internal communication at the SOG. I think the best thing to do is to
continue to hire kind, open people and keep them happy. I'm very happy with the culture of the SOG.
Everyone I've worked with has been very nice and eager to help. I rarely get perturbed with the
speed of responses I get to questions, and am constantly surprised by how proactive people are in
helping me with problems or questions. The SOG is the best place I've ever worked and I hope the
internal culture stays pretty much the same.
Now, where are we now with that particular project? Hmm, no project specific memo or report
online. Where to look? Guess I could wait for a division manager to mention some details or to ask
me to provide an idea on a post-it note. I wonder if someone else in the building has an opinion
they'd share secretly in the hallway.
EPA Professional
Text Response
There are some remarkable skills and interests held by the employees here. Not all are obviously,
directly related to the substance of our work, but you just never know where an interaction might
lead you. I think our collective creativity might increase if we did not focus communication across
similar positions and open up more to true cross-pollination.
Let's continue to work this until we get it right. It is only right when everyone at the SOG feels as
though they are receiving information in a timely and effective manner. This is one time that degrees
don't matter, information does!
As I previously noted, it seems like we do a good job communicating the info that pertains to the
personal level of interest, sometimes the SOG level, not always the UNC level but that sometimes
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come from other sources. We should get away from print as much as possible and use some other
form of electronic communication such as an intranet site.
I do think that some of the onus for internal communication is on individual employees. I try to visit
with people in different parts of the building periodically just to touch base. I would say that with a
few exceptions it is rare for anyone outside of the area in which I work to visit with us. I realize people
are busy, but it helps me feel connected and I wish others would consider doing so occasionally.
It is improving, but there is progress that still needs to be made.
I don't believe that silos are necessarily a bad thing. I have an area of expertise, and I collaborate
with other people with a similar area of expertise. I'll never be an expert at everything that everyone
does in this building. I do feel like I would be more effective in helping governments if I had a better
sense of the scope of work happening at the school, in a moderate amount of detail. But my biggest
gripe is not knowing about all of the services available to employees for our work, either within the
school or from the university. I mean technology, help with research, resources, etc. Those resources
could perhaps be communicated through regular training sessions.
Use one travel specialist to book hotels for conferences. Eliminate on site printing and use campus or
Kinko's. Pay 1 CPA, not 2, for fiscal advice. Publish more books electronically. Rent rooms out.
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Work Environment/Professional Development (Faculty)
13a. My faculty advisory committee provides helpful guidance and support.
Faculty
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

9

11

3

2

0

14

14a. What specific suggestions do you have about how to improve the
helpfulness of your advisory committee?
Faculty
Text Response
None. Quite happy with this.
None. My FAC is excellent! We meet regularly (without prompting from me) and they provide
excellent feedback.
I get plenty of support but could use more guidance at times.
Maintain a flexible approach (within mandatory minimum parameters) that allows each committee to
work with the needs of individual junior faculty members.
None - they are great
More observation and feedback re: my teaching.
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15a. As a member of an advisory committee, I understand my role.
Faculty
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

12

7

1

1

0

19

16a. What information would be helpful for you to gain a better understanding
of your role?
Faculty
Text Response
not applicable to me, but perhaps a manual of expectations.
Automated tickler file to remind all of forthcoming deadlines, reminders of meeting and report
timelines
I understand the role for committees for tenure track faculty. I'm less clear about the committees for
other faculty members.
None - I feel very comfortable, based on my good experience.
Not more information, but we need more consensus on our expectations in some areas, especially
writing and the management of daily advising.
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17a. I understand the SOG's requirements for promotion and tenure well
enough that I feel comfortable making choices about my allocation of time
among work activities.
Faculty
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

9

20

2

4

0

5

18a. What clarifications about the requirements for promotion and tenure
could the SOG provide that would be helpful to you?
Faculty
Text Response
I would be interested to see the CVs or tenure applications of several people who were recently
awarded tenure.
It is still a little unclear to me whether non-refereed publications will help me at all outside of the
internal review process. Balancing "external" refereed writing with "internal" writing for SOG clients is
something I'm still trying to get a handle on.
Now I do, with tenure behind me, but I don't think you can get away from the nervousness of new
faculty.
Our APT policy states plainly that "there is no book requirement" (page 18). What is unclear is that
the statement refers only to format: written works need not be formatted and bound as a book.
However, there is an expectation that a faculty member's CV will include something that amounts to
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a book-equivalent, even though it may be in a different format (series of bulletins on the same topic
area, etc.). This should be stated clearly in the policies and faculty advisory committees should take
responsibility for ensuring their advisees are aware of this expectation.
Actually, come to think of it, I have no idea what the requirements for my promotion are?
Emphasis on generating revenue often pushes aside research and writing.
Perhaps having an annual meeting at which faculty discuss what was or was not important in recent
tenure decisions. Mike tells faculty that many different writing opportunities "count," and that is true,
but it does not help us evaluate weight. Also, how weight the different categories (writing, advising,
teaching)? It seems that writing is the most important. What incentive is there to be a good teacher
or develop new courses or take challenging advisory assignments? It seems that faculty are required
to be strong in writing, but otherwise be merely adequate in teaching and advising. If you are an
outstanding teacher, or do exceptional advisory work, will you be given some lee-way if your writing
is not as strong? At this point, it seems that the incentive structure tells faculty that, given a choice
between writing, teaching and advising, always choose writing -- and just make sure that teaching
and advising is adequate so as not to be noticeably bad. But time spent on hard advisory projects
(that may not lead to much writing for the time required) and developing new courses or improving
one's teaching is perhaps better spent doing more writing.
brown-bag lunches involving faculty members who recently received tenure so that they can share
their thoughts on the process with junior faculty

19a. Please provide any other comments or suggestions you have about faculty
advisory committees or the promotion process.
Faculty
Text Response
I think my committee is wonderful. Great resource for faculty members.
I had an organized chair who was systematic and consistent. This was extremely helpful.
Based on observations of my colleagues, I wonder if the stress and anxiety about the promotion
process is really necessary--it's certainly incredibly expensive, in terms of mental and emotional
energy and its impact on the work environment. Is there some way to reassure thoroughly
competent, hard-working faculty members that everything is going to be just fine?
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Work Environment/Professional Development (SPA & EPA)
13b. I have input when decisions are made about changes in my work, including
changes in processes that involve me.
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

6

18

0

5

2

0

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

7

10

0

2

1

0

I have input when decisions are made about changes in my work, including changes in processes that involve me.
Strongly Agree

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

6
16.67%
46.15%
7
31.82%
53.85%
2.54
13
25.49%

Agree
18
50%
64.29%
10
45.45%
35.71%
2.36
28
54.90%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree
0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
0
0
0%

5
13.89%
71.43%
2
9.09%
28.57%
2.29
7
13.73%

Strongly Disagree
2
5.56%
66.67%
1
4.55%
33.33%
2.33
3
5.88%

Not Applicable

Mean
0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
00
0%

2.32

2

2.2

A total of 81% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 19% disagree/strongly agree with an overall mean score
of 2.2. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA and SPA) means. Means were calculated
using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly
Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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14b. I am aware of the skills needed to perform my job in an effective manner.
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

15

13

2

1

0

0

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

9

10

1

0

0

0

I am aware of the skills needed to perform my job in an effective manner.
Strongly Agree

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

Agree

15
41.67%
62.50%
9
40.91%
37.50%
2.38
24
47.06%

13
36.11%
56.52%
10
45.45%
43.48%
2.43
23
45.10%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
2
5.56%
66.67%
1
4.55%
33.33%
2.33
3
5.88%

Disagree
1
2.78%
100%
0
0%
0%
2
1
1.96%

Strongly Disagree

Not Applicable
0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
0
0
0%

Mean
0
1.65
0%
0%
0
1.6
0%
0%
00
1.63
0%

A total of 92% of respondents agree/strongly agree while , 2% disagree and 6% were uncommitted with an overall
mean score of 1.68. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA and SPA) means. Means were
calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree,
“5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA

Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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15b. I am aware of the training that is available for me to develop these skills.
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

16

5

4

0

1

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

4

4

7

0

0

I am aware of the training that is available for me to develop these skills.
Strongly Agree

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

5
13.89%
50%
5
22.73%
50%
2.5
10
19.61%

Agree
16
44.44%
80%
4
18.18%
20%
2.2
20
39.22%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
5
13.89%
55.56%
4
18.18%
44.44%
2.44
9
17.65%

Disagree
4
11.11%
36.36%
7
31.82%
63.64%
2.64
11
21.57%

Strongly Disagree

Not Applicable
0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
0
0
0%

Mean
1
2.39
2.78%
100%
0
2.65
0%
0%
21
2.49
1.96%

Nearly half, 49%, of respondents agree/strongly agree while 23% disagree/strongly disagree and 18% were
uncommitted. The overall mean score was 2.49. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA
and SPA) means. Means were calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or
Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA

Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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16b. I have resources and the support of my supervisor to attend such training
(assuming there is funding).
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

12

16

0

1

2

0

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

9

3

2

1

0

I have resources and the support of my supervisor to attend such training (assuming there is funding).
Strongly Agree

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

12
33.33%
70.59%
5
22.73%
29.41%
2.29
17
33.33%

Agree
16
44.44%
64%
9
40.91%
36%
2.36
25
49.02%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
0
0%
0%
3
13.64%
100%
3
3
5.88%

Disagree
1
2.78%
33.33%
2
9.09%
66.67%
2.67
3
5.88%

Strongly Disagree
2
5.56%
66.67%
1
4.55%
33.33%
2.33
3
5.88%

Not Applicable
Mean
0
1.87
0%
0%
0
2.25
0%
0%
00
2.02
0%

A total of 82% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 11% disagree/strongly disagree with an overall mean
score of 2.02. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA and SPA) means. Means were
calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “4”-Agree,
“5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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17b. I receive regular, meaningful feedback from my supervisor regarding my
work performance.
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

7

13

4

3

4

0

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

5

7

4

2

2

0

I receive regular, meaningful feedback from my supervisor regarding my work performance.
Strongly Agree

SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

7
19.44%
58.33%
5
22.73%
41.67%
2.42
12
23.53%

Agree
13
36.11%
65%
7
31.82%
35%
2.35
20
39.22%

Neither Agree nor Disagree
4
11.11%
50%
4
18.18%
50%
2.5
8
15.69%

Disagree
3
8.33%
60%
2
9.09%
40%
2.4
5
9.80%

Strongly Disagree
4
11.11%
66.67%
2
9.09%
33.33%
2.33
6
11.76%

Not Applicable
Mean
0
2.48
0%
0%
0
2.45
0%
0%
00
2.47
0%

A total of 63% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 21% disagree/strongly disagree and 16% were
uncommitted. The overall mean score was 2.47. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA
and SPA) means. Means were calculated using score range: “1” = Strongly Agree, “2”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or
Disagree, “4”-Agree, “5”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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18b. As a supervisor, I have the training I need to address the supervisory
aspects of my position.
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

2

5

2

1

0

19

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

3

3

3

1

0

8

As a supervisor, I have the training I need to address the supervisory aspects of my position.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Not Applicable

`
SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

2
5.56%
40%
3
13.64%
60%
2.6
5
10.64%

5
13.89%
62.50%
3
13.64%
37.50%
2.38
8
17.02%

2
5.56%
40%
3
13.64%
60%
2.6
5
10.64%

1
2.78%
50%
1
4.55%
50%
2.5
2
4.26%

0
0%
0%
0
0%
0%
0
0
0%

Mean
19
4.69
52.78%
70.37%
8
3.89
36.36%
29.63%
2.3 27
4.38
57.45%

A total of 27% agree/strongly agree and < 5% disagree while over half marked NA or uncommitted. The overall
mean score was 4.38. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA and SPA) means. Means
were calculated using score range: “5” = Strongly Agree, “4”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or Disagree, “2”-Agree,
“1”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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19b. I feel that faculty I work with recognize me as part of a team working
towards our mission at the SOG.
SPA
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

13

9

6

1

1

1

EPA Professional
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

4

8

4

1

2

0

I feel that faculty I work with recognize me as part of a team working towards our mission at the SOG.
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

`
SPA

EPA Professional
Mean
Total

13
36.11%
76.47%
4
18.18%
23.53%
2.24
17
34%

9
25%
52.94%
8
36.36%
47.06%
2.47
17
34%

6
16.67%
60%
4
18.18%
40%
2.4
10
20%

1
2.78%
50%
1
4.55%
50%
2.5
2
4%

1
2.78%
33.33%
2
9.09%
66.67%
2.67
3
6%

Not Applicable
Mean
1
2.06
2.78%
100%
0
2.42
0%
0%
21
2.2
2%

A total of 68% of respondents agree/strongly agree while 10% disagree/strongly disagree and 22% were
uncommitted. The overall mean score was 2.2. A t-test revealed no significant difference between group (EPA and
SPA) means. Means were calculated using score range: “5” = Strongly Agree, “4”=Agree, “3”=Neither Agree or
Disagree, “2”-Agree, “1”=Strongly Disagree, “0”=NA
Chart legend
• Red font = column percent
• Black font = row percent
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20b. Please provide any other comments or suggestions you have about the
work environment at the SOG and/or issues regarding professional
development.
SPA
Text Response
A+
As regards the previous question: I nearly checked "neither agree nor disagree," but I changed my
mind because the great majority of the faculty really do recognize me as a "team member" and I feel I
have an excellent working relationship with them. Those that I feel do not regard me (or my peers) in
this way (and they are few) can have such a negative impact on morale that it can taint how we
perceive the way faculty view SPA employees.
For this strategic planning process to be effective, and if it is meant to transform the SOG into a high
performing, innovative work environment, then SOG leaders need to step up to the challenge of
leading a significant cultural shift and inspiring others to join them.
Waiting six months to have a discussion with supervised staff about performance is too long.
Including the anonymous comments of "others" in evaluations is insulting. Creating a teamwork
environment takes effort and requires leadership skills. Caring enough to invest time and attention
towards staff professional development should not be an extraordinary or unique managerial
characteristic.
EPA Professional
Text Response
I don't see any regular encouragement or methods to gain professional development or a path that
may lead to increasing responsibility, pay, or recognition. When I do identify training, I feel very
supported in seeking that out. But it is piecemeal.
I work in a subject area by myself, no working group, etc, and as a result I'm often not aware of
training opportunities, opportunities for professional development, etc.
My input isn't always fully appreciated by all of the faculty with whom I work. I'm seen as a support
person even though I have advanced degrees and years of experience in my field. Faculty seem to
drive all program decisions. They focus on specific client groups rather than working as a cohort
looking at broader topics that might overlap. Some faculty are better than others with regard to
recognizing that it takes a "team" to produce a course or program.
I think the SOG is a wonderful place to work. I'd love some guidance (once economic conditions
improve) on the cost parameters we have on professional development.
Supervisors at all levels of this organization need more management training (how to give
constructive feedback, communication skills, problem-solving, etc.).
There is no training or development plan for me as an EPA non-faculty member. The system is set up
to support faculty through their committees and program managers with their supervisors.
I feel VERY lucky in this area, but I recognize that my experience might not be typical of other SOG
employees.
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Great environment to work in thus far.
My comments on the previous page of this survey respond to this. I think our work environment is
better than most but could be improved by updating our interpersonal skills.
The general consensus here is that faculty drive every engine and are the only experts in the building.
They often have little sense of the day to day work on staff, however, and are focused on their own
agendas. What I don't see here is an interest in hearing from, much less recognizing the expertise of,
staff and this seems to be true at strategic planning events, retreats, and in day to day work
situations.
There is a staff development fund (for SPA only) in the foundation (McVey Staff Development Fund).
A spending plan should be created to help fund approved staff development needs that arise. Our
business is education, so I believe if an SPA employees wants to take a course related to their field,
the School should support that initiative.
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Recruitment & Orientation
21. What specific suggestions do you have for improving orientation for new
employees in your position?
Faculty
Text Response
What, you mean I'm being replaced? Seriously... The SOG manual I got when I was hired was great. I
don't know if that is still given out. Set an expectation for new faculty members to get out and talk to
other faculty members in order to introduce themselves and their interest but also hear about what
others do. The orientation meetings held on different subjects were very good.
All faculty, not just new faculty, need to know about the rules and procedures that relate to how
program managers work, how contracts with clients are structured and processed, how we get
copiers, printers, etc. working again, and so on. Publications is pretty good about providing this sort
of information.
Make sure the orientation for courts group employees focuses on the special issues with AOC and
Judicial College programs. For my orientation I got a lot of administrative/financial info. that was
entirely irrelevant for the programs that I put on.
There is a lot of information to take in at once. It would be helpful to have a review of APT
procedures and other key information about 3 months in, once the dust has settled.
Don't bureaucratize the process. Informal support can work.
Exposure to the realistic needs of client group; early opportunities for extensive interaction with
clients (especially if the new employee does not have that strong background in the field in this state)
I think it is going very well overall. I especially value having newer faculty sit in on teaching by a wide
range of faculty; especially in areas outside their expertise, as a way to learn about SOG
content/expertise as well as different teaching approaches.
Lots of informal support - for example, re-institute the newer faculty lunches that went on for awhile.
job shadowing for a few weeks
Providing exposure to the diversity of topics and centers we have. Providing more informal
opportunities to get to know people. Establishing expectations of classroom observations to provide
opportunities to be get a strong sense of client teaching.
more exposure to different working groups
Try to ensure that a newcomers is introduced to and becomes familiar with not only the several
faculty members with whom I work most closely, but a half dozen or more people who work in
related areas.
teach new faculty members more about the legislative process; provide more observation time of
general assembly; more information about available resources; organized lunches for more senior
faculty to meet with new faculty members
SPA
Text Response
my orientation was sufficient
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I would find it valuable for employees in my position to have the same sort of orientation as programs
managers, that is, to meet with each department of the school within a short period after hiring.
Hands on training for the core skill set, enhanced at a later time with the larger work environment
Again, I want to emphasize how important it is to understand the SOG's entire mission and structure.
Working here is much more rewarding when you comprehend what everyone does to make the SOG
an effective organization internally, which translates to optimum customer service to our external
clients.
SOG staff/faculty training coordinator.
Mentoring by more experienced employees, which we pretty much already do.
No - It's a great orientation process.
Please provide a flow chart of the University hierarchy and an SOG hierarchy. It will help new
employees to the University system understand how we fit into the plan. Provide them with a
schedule to meet with key people in all SOG divisions. It needs to be more than a suggestion - I've
seen new people say they just didn't have the time. This really helped me know whom to contact for
specific problems in the first months of work. A hands-on demonstration of using the University
electronic directories and our SOG web (especially the info in the intranet) is a must.
Keep up the orientation program that is currently going on. Make sure that the manual stays updated
with new information. Make sure the supervisor is more involved in the mentoring process. And
make sure the new employee is given the opportunity to get through at least 2 weeks of training
before being given a program to handle on their own...this means the supervisor needs to
communicate to the hiring faculty the timeline of the training program so that they are aware of
when the new employee will be free to do programs. This time uninterrupted time in training is so
important to lay the base work for a successful time at the SOG.
Include more employees in this position in the orientation process.
There currently is an orientation program for new program managers. The process involves meeting
with people from departments throughout the SOG, to discuss how program managers will work with
these people and their divisions. One recommendation for improving the process would be to add a
follow-up session after a program manager has completed a program- to get feedback on how they
did - it would be a good opportunity to have an open exchange to correct any bad habits before they
become ingrained.
Outside of making sure orientation materials are kept up-to-date and relevant, I am extremely happy
with the current orientation and training program for new employees in my area.
A trigger that says that orientation includes the departments the position is most likely to work with,
including program managers, and the rest of the publications team.
I think the new ideas that have been implemented are working. Especially showing the new
employees around and introducing them to people.
I would suggest a shadowing program where the new program manager would shadow a program
manager with a program. This doesn't necessarily have to be a related program but would allow the
PM to see the logistics of how a program is run. I would cut down on the meetings in the first few
weeks and move meetings to when you are actually completing a task. ie) A meeting with Mark
Jarrell would be far more productive and effective if you met with him when you are getting ready to
mail postcards instead of your first 2 weeks of work. It would make it easier to retain the
information.
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New employees in my position need to know the SOG internal process for APT actions. More
information on the individual units within the SOG - their role and who does what. It should not be
assumed that because an employee worked on campus that they can walk in the door and have all
the tools they need to succeed.
I think the SOG does an outstanding job in its orientation of new Program Managers. The handbook
and materials that Audrey and Brian put together were invaluable, as were the one-on-one meetings
with various faculty and staff in the first two weeks of working here. I can't say enough great things
about Brian and Audrey and their support of the PMs.
The orientation manual for the program managers is so out of date it is pathetic.
the program manager orientation was recently revamped and I think it is very helpful and thorough,
although I'm not sure the information continues to be updated and that the full orientation plan is
carried out by the supervisor
Create an orientation process checklist and give that to the new hire when completed for reference.
To have an actual orientation. While I was taught everything I needed to know over time, there
wasn’t a set schedule and there wasn’t/isn’t a manual. I am working on a manual for this position,
but it would have been nice to have one coming in. I also felt that I was not taught everything I
needed to know in a timely manner. There were some things that I didn’t learn for almost a year.
While I think my situation was special as I came into my position during a transitional period, I often
felt frustrated because I was unable to perform simple tasks simply because I had not been taught
how to complete them.
EPA Professional
Text Response
None, I think that it is better as it was done for me - I was given a walk-through by an existing
employee in my group.
Information shared about the position and how it fits into the general hierarchy of the School of
Government.
It would be nice to have an orientation specifically for EPA professional staff (in fact there may be
such an orientation now). I had to attend faculty orientation.
Don't orient EPA professionals with faculty. The orientation I attended was supposed to be for both
groups, however, it focused on achieving tenure and I felt like a third wheel.
I really have no idea what the current orientation covers so I can't comment on this.
A list of people with whom someone in this position interacts regularly (along with an explanation of
their roles) would be useful.
I don't know what the orientation program consists of now so I can't make recommendations.
Actually provide an orientation; I never received one (but that was a while ago). Based on what I've
seen, HR is working very hard to develop a more formal orientation process for EPA Professionals;
this should be supported and continued.
Explain benefits options
Include a detailed organizational chart in the orientation. Consider arranging for a mentor.
My training was fine, but I feel like that was because I had the opportunity to overlap with the person
I was replacing. Overall, I think we need to make more of an effort to introduce new employees to
others in the building.
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Since I didn't have an orientation here at the school, having one at all would be great. I did attend the
in-person benefits orientation for new EPA employees held by the university, and that was extremely
helpful. It is optional to do in person, but I would highly recommend it that way.
I had no orientation so anything would be an improvement.

22. What specific suggestions do you have for improving orientation for new
employees in positions other than yours?
Faculty
Text Response
Again, I would recommend the SOG general manual if it is still done.
I don't know enough about orientation for others to comment, but I think it would be nice if someone
was in charge of organizing a welcome lunch out for new staff (as well as new faculty) with people
who will be working closely with that staff member.
It's my impression that the PM orientation is very time consuming and not very effective. I believe
there needs to specific training, not just orientation, and more consistency in the practices and
training of PMs.
more interaction with other faculty and staff--regularly scheduled meetings in a tour of the School
format to educate the new employee on what each group does
Continue to try to articulate a culture of responsiveness, commitment to public service and respect
for the role public officials play.
Same as above. It is quite important for new faculty people to become acquainted with faculty who
do not serve on their committee.
Reverse name directory, so I don't have to examine pictures to figure out who "Fred" or "Carolyn" is.
SPA
Text Response
none
I would find it useful for all employees to meet with each department.
Staff-wide meetings twice a year to share best practices. Division brown bag lunches or other
meetings periodically to give an overview of what they do and how their work affects others.
Allow time for training.
No ideas about this.
Please provide a flow chart of the University hierarchy and an SOG hierarchy. It will help new
employees to the University system understand how we fit into the plan. Provide them with a
schedule to meet with key people in all SOG divisions. It needs to be more than a suggestion - I've
seen new people say they just didn't have the time. This really helped me know whom to contact for
specific problems in the first months of work. A hands-on demonstration of using the University
electronic directories and our SOG web (especially the info in the intranet) is a must.
Make sure there is a orientation program, with documentation or a training notebook. Make sure the
new employee is introduced to key players in a timely fashion.
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Cross-sector introductions
I think it would be useful for new employees in other areas to have a similar orientation process
where they meet with other departments that they will interact with to learn about each
departments role in the school , how their new role interacts with that department/person, and the
expectations of the working relationship.
Program managers are already instructed in a basic way to publications, but I feel this could be
extended and then a standard practice applied for the procedures they will encounter.
More information on the various SOG units and who does what. More information from individual
units regarding procedures to follow when needing the services of the unit.
Not knowing what is already in place for orientation for others, it's hard to say. If they don't already
do it, I would suggest that EVERYONE schedule one-on-one meetings with a variety of
people/departments so they can get to know who does what.
I think an incoming PM should shadow someone for a few days before being thrown to the wolves.
He/she should be assigned one person to be their mentor rather than having them go to several
different people for answers.
new employees need to understand the global work at SOG and to have the opportunity to learn
from people in different divisions who they will interact with in their work
Include a building map detailing who works where and what they do.
EPA Professional
Text Response
Greater transparency & input from all areas in the SOG that this new employee needs to know about.
If they are going to drive a vehicle, they should meet Fred before they need to. If they will have print
request, they should take a trip to the printing area before it is job related.
A list of people with whom the new person will interact regularly (along with an explanation of their
roles) would be useful.
Include a detailed organizational chart in the orientation. New faculty have mentors; consider
informal mentorship for other staff.
As with my position, it is important to introduce ALL employees to the SOG as a whole, familiarize
them with all areas of the School's work and who does it regardless of the position they hold or the
specific area they will work in.
For employees who are not EPA non-faculty, explaining our role within the school
Create an orientation. Don't just hand program managers a list of names and say "here, visit these
people" and call that an orientation. Provide documents about the history of the institute for context.
Explain LRS office and its connection to institute.
We should have an org chart that lists everyone in each division. The chart should include thier name
and a few bullets of their primary responsibilities.
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23. What specific suggestions do you have for improving our ongoing efforts to
recruit a diverse group of employees?
Faculty
Text Response
Define diversity.
We need to market ourselves as an employer of choice to a broad range of outlets, including within
the university.
Too big an issue to respond here.
doing well with this
I think we do a reasonably good job of this now.
SPA
Text Response
None.
Keep diversity in mind for all new hires.
I think we do a pretty good job with this, as far as I can tell.
Keep doing what you are doing. Continue to think out of the box and take chances on people. Hiring
temps to full-time, if they are quality temps, is a great system, as long as the employee has done a
great job as a temp.
Begin by fostering respect for the diversity that already exists among current employees.
Consider increased recruitment from clients, particularly those who have excelled, have considerable
experience, and have the desire and the ability to lead others through teaching and advising. Though
what you're presently doing seems to be working, so keep doing it.
EPA Professional
Text Response
Continue to look to non-traditional departments from a public administration standpoint. I came from
the School of Public Health and my somewhat unusual background has given me a unique perspective
and approach to my work.
Increase exposure to those very audiences we wish to recruit from {Fraternities, Sororities, Social
Groups, Public Administrator groups for ethnic minorities, HBCU}
Attending diverse job fairs to recruit (which we may do, I'm not sure); it's also important to have
different/diverse staff members doing the recruiting - not just management. Formation of a
diversity committee -- an internal committee to work on these issues
Mentoring programs for racial/ethnic minorities. Recruit from historically black colleges.
In terms of faculty, there have got to be outlets for advertising that we have not yet tapped. Can we
assign someone to do some serious research on this? I realize that diverse candidates are in high
demand, but it doesn't seem that we're getting many bites.
I don't have recommendations for improvement because I don't know the process currently used by
the School.
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This is something that will build upon itself. Once we can increase our diversity, it will be easier to
recruit more diverse employees. It seems to me that the diversity of EPA Professionals is improving,
which is very good.
be purposeful in sending out job announcements to certain groups and organizations.
Not sure what's being done, so don't know how to improve
Demonstrate, through behavior, inclusiveness and the other values listed in the next question. Make
this a place where all potential employees feel welcomed and valued, personally and professionally.
Please see the response to the next question.
Make job postings more widely available.
Continue to make the School an accepting and welcoming workplace for all employees.
I don't have a sense of how much active recruiting we do now. When we have had job opening to fill,
we post the job through the university and hire based on the pool that finds us. I'm not sure if other
units operate differently. My suggestion would be to define what we mean by diversity (Race?
Gender? Republican? Old Public Administration/Reinventing Government?)
Honor diversity, including class diversity. Work to create a less hostile environment for people other
than faculty. Actively recruit people of color and women, but don't then pay them less (as data
suggests).

24. What specific suggestions do you have for how we can internally promote
the values of fairness, integrity, inclusion, and respect for all people?
Faculty
Text Response
I believe this is a current strength of the organization. I believe both the role of leadership and the
variety of school events for all employees (strategic planning but also employee appreciation day,
holiday parties, etc) play a role in keeping this a strength.
This is not a specific suggestion (and I apologize for that), but I really think we need to promote better
communication among all SOG employees. To me, lack of communication shows a lack of respect. I
don't know how to do this, but I think we need to work on it!
Have specific, regular timetable of small and large events to: a) Assess where we stand on those
values, b) Gather specific ways to enhance our performance Examples - one faculty meeting a year
devoted to this question. One similar meeting for program support personnel. Key item: at annual
"all-SOG" event; devote some portion to points a and b, above.
Include more staff in organization-wide decision-making processes.
Make sure that all case studies are designed to reflect the diversity of the state, include sessions on
fairness in programs, and be sure that we continue to emphasize the nondiscrimination policies we
have in place. Make sure the art in the building is more diverse, when funds are available to do so.
I think we do a reasonably good job of this now.
I think we do a pretty good job with fairness and integrity, but there's a clear faculty/staff divide that I
regret. It's hard to convince people that you value and respect them when you're unwilling to have
lunch with them.
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SPA
Text Response
open discussion, presentations
workshops, discussions, 'brown-bag lunches' to actually discuss these values with speakers or
presentations that cultivate awareness/consciousness.
This concept, I believe, should be a natural part of every person. The organization should emphasize
sensitivity for people from all walks of life: people from all religions, races, ages, sexes, levels of
education, and backgrounds should all be treated equally. I think the SOG just needs to make this
value more front and center than it has historically. I believe repeating this notion will eventually
have a positive effect on everyone who works here or visits the School.
The June meetings have brought the school a long way.
Display fairness, integrity, inclusion, and respect for others (which I think happens)
I think we have made great strides toward this in recent years, with things like the retreats, meetings
to discuss work/organization strategies, and so forth. I would just suggest continuing these efforts.
Try to resist placing the same "stars" of the faculty or staff on every committee.
I think you can only continually check with employees to make sure these things are happening and
do that on a regular basis. Just because the values are being promoted now, doesn't mean they will
be still being promoted in 6 months. Things change and the environment changes. Make sure you are
hiring people who have the same values.
Communication training, teambuilding activities and cross-sector teams
I really feel that more social interaction could work in this area, without having to be presented that
way. It could also be suggested that the university's 'Diversity in the Workplace" course be completed
in the first year of employment.
Simply live by those virtues. Demonstrating them in everyday situations is the most effective way of
promoting them.
recognize that a person who does not an advanced degree is highly capable of doing his or her job at
a professional level.
I feel that the SOG does a great job in this area and it's one of the reasons I wanted to work here...
and why it's THE best place on campus, as far as I'm concerned.
encourage and make information available about the Safe Zone training, especially for supervisors
Eliminate surprise procedural changes through more inclusive decision making processes. Establish
procedural benchmarking records so that everyone can recognize when and why procedures
changed. Recognize input regardless of where it has an impact. Introduce humor when describing to
everyone the submitted comments whether they be positive, negative, or anonymous. Express thanks
for specific actions, not just for the job well done, so that everyone can understand how a person’s
actions are attributed to the accomplishment of specific goals.
EPA Professional
Text Response
Informally, through opportunities for social interaction.
By practicing what we preach: when we show ourselves to be the type of organization that values
fairness, integrity, inclusion and respect for all people, employees will model that behavior. There
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requires us being sensitive to situations where someone may not be exhibiting that behavior and
taking quick measures to let them know that their actions are not acceptable.
I'd like to see more diversity within management.
We do a good job of respecting all people. I haven't seen evidence of this not happening. However,
EPA non-faculty and SPA need to feel like they are just as important to the Mission as faculty and
should be treated as such. We should all be colleagues working together as equals, regardless of
our HR classification. We just have different roles. One isn't necessarily better than the other.
I think these values are present in the SOG. I suppose we could promote the value of fairness a bit
better by strengthening accountability among employees--a lack of incentive for high-performance
can lead to people feeling like they are being treated unfairly.
Possibly creating a principle of community document in which all have a chance to share in and
provide ideas for.
Remind some that certain "advocacy" emails forwarded as innocent FYIs might best not be circulated
at the workplace.(i.e. related to race, religion, gender, veggie loving, meat loving, political party etc)
Promote behavior that demonstrates these values. Behaviors can be defined and articulated
specifically, whereas values are much more difficult. Identify what it looks like when one is showing
respect for all people. Changing outward behavior is easier and more effective than trying to change
attitudes/values. And, over time, attitudes tend to become consistent with new behavior that reflects
a value. Even if the attitude does not change at all or as much as desired, the behavior that conveys
respect for all people is what matters more.
Hold more functions where people from various positions get to know each other. Also continue to
recognize the contributions/achievements of all staff; encourage more people to attend the
recognition ceremonies.
Continue to practice them.
Doing what we do already--help our clients. And do our best to advertise who our clients can be.
Value, include, and respect all people. Create fair policy. Have integrity when discussing employees in
public and in private. Assume competence. Assume that people other than faculty are part of the
success of the institute.

25. Please provide any other comments or suggestions you have about
recruitment or orientation.
Faculty
Text Response
If we ever get to do more faculty hiring I think we need to consider how we might improve the
process so we can compete better in terms of the academic job market. I think we could attract more
public administration faculty who are strong "in the field" but would be attracted to our unique
mission. But our process usually lags behind the normal hiring calendar and I think we could perhaps
think about how we advertise the positions.
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SPA
Text Response
I think the Dean's lunches for small groups of new and established employees are a great start, but
would explore a way to make them more interactive so that people get to know each other, not just
about the School.
Program managers' salaries are not reflective of our roles and responsibilities. We are managers, but
are not paid as such. This will ultimately lead to greater attrition (and thus a greater cost for the SOG
in the long-term and an inability to attract and retain top talent.)
I think the recruitment process will become more difficult as the State faces more drastic budget cuts.
I think that what we lack in the ability to compensate monetarily, we need to make up for in flexibility
and in other ways.
Clever, calm, kind, and easy-going people are great. Their kindness and empathy helps them when
they're asked to help others. Their calm and easy-going demeanor keeps stress levels down and
improves their efficiency and that of others. Their cleverness helps them deal with unforseen
problems, which are usually the most difficult to deal with.
Introduce staff when hired to managers, to persons within the division that they work in, and to
persons in other divisions that they will likely come into contact with, even if doing so requires more
than one trip throughout the building.
EPA Professional
Text Response
No responses.
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Miscellaneous
26. What ideas do you have for a specific service project that you would be
interested in being involved with?
Faculty
Text Response
Art for the hallways - kind of drab in many places. The third floor in the East wing sets a nice contrast.
Sharing of technical knowledge on how to use our software better - Excel, Outlook, the web, etc.
Volunteering at a homeless shelter or soup kitchen, donating food/clothing/old cell phones to a
homeless shelter or shelter for victims of domestic violence
Might participate - but am committed to service outside of SOG. I enjoy helping on the baseball
outing as a social/teamwork event.
The food pantry drive was a good one. I don't know, it would be interesting to think about how we
could take our collective strengths as the SOG and turn them toward a service project in some way.
One that involves actually doing work in an organization supported by an employee - for example, if
someone through their place of worship helps rehab houses, have a service day where those who
wish support that project. Builds community within the org.
I'm not that interested in an SOG service project personally.
volunteering with SOG colleagues for a day at a Habitat for Humanity work site
I think that I would be happy to participate in any group project that SOG might sponsor or participate
in, although I am not quite sure what kind of a service project we are talking about.
I'd like to see a service project that offers employees an opportunity to work together--not just
donate together. Can we pick up litter, or work for Habitat, or find some other effort that would yield
visible, satisfying results?
SPA
Text Response
volunteering to read to elderly people in hospitals, nursing homes, or assisted living facilities
Course distribution - consider all courses as potential candidates for a distance ed. option.
assisting returning veterans from Afghanistan and Iraq
No specific ideas, but would be interested in participating in such a thing.
Mentoring at risk children in Chapel Hill.
I'm open for any and all service projects. The keys are to bring together different people who don't
necessarily work together in the school for the project. So if you do a soup kitchen, don't let it be just
a group of faculty going. Try to be deliberate about mixing the group up if possible, like Beth does
with the Dining with the Dean lunches. I like Food Banks, Habitat, Adopt-a-Highway, tutoring, helping
at Animal Shelters. If we take on a few projects, people can choose what hits their heart strings the
most. When planning the projects, make sure they are at times that more people can participate.
Saturdays and after work won't draw a crowd.
More direct involvement with client jurisdictions
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I would be interested in working with the Orange County or Durham Literacy Council, an organization
I have tutored for in the past, or most other service organizations others may suggest. We could
conduct our own fundraiser or ask them for advice. Others: Any events for Katrina recovery efforts,
both locally or maybe a trip to the area; entering sports-related events--runs, walks, etc,--as School
teams which benefit charities.
Habitat for Humanity, Soup Kitchen/Rescue Mission, Working with battered women for job training,
etc.
Habitat for Humanity is one of my favorites. If you're looking for a policy type project that the SOG is
specialized for, perhaps helping the state avoid draught problems in the future.
any really. i think it's a good idea.
I really enjoyed the presentation on the hunger project. I would be very interested in working with
other staff to do volunteer work for this project. In addition to a food drive, perhaps a clothing drive.
Creating online forums that target goals, identify the required tasks, and report the achievements and
the next step to be achieved.
EPA Professional
Text Response
The local government service corps project and SOGreen do interesting work which I hope to support
more in the future.
Anything involving helping our citizens understand and appreciate how their local governmental units
work to improve their lives.
Habitat for Humanity tutoring school children regularly
I like the notion of linking service to existing faculty projects, i.e. volunteering at a food pantry in
connection with Maureen Berner's work.
trash clean up, stream bank clean up, blood drive, food kitchen, painting, habitat for humanity,
women’s shelter, etc--pretty much anything--focused on humans rather than pets.
Not sure on the specifics, but I do like the idea of a school wide service project.
Habitat House Beach Sweep (in the Piedmont)
Something geared towards smaller municipalities and counties in the state who don't seem to get as
much of our attention
Service projects require people to donate time and/or money. I already donate more hours than I'm
paid for in order to complete my work, work for little to no salary increases, am watching my
insurance coverage decrease and costs increase, and am offered only tremendously expensive
parking options. How about a service project that serves the everyday employees of the institute?
Each December, we could sponsor a family or two through a local non-profit. We could give them
food and gifts for the holidays.
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27. The best thing about working at the SOG is:
Faculty
Text Response
The people and the work culture. Committed people doing good work in a supportive organization.
Most people want to be here. They find the work meaningful and they want to be helpful and
engaged in working together.
The work we do means something.
getting to help people everyday, and working with people who want to help people.
The people.
Strong sense of importance of useful service to our clients
Colleagues Independence Sense of making a difference and being appreciated
Our mission and the quality we strive for in achieving it.
Good working environment, meaningful work, and seeking to do better
Ability to work with clients and with MPA program in terms of research, teaching, and advising
The people. I really admire and enjoy being around the people I work with.
I appreciate, on a daily basis, the opportunity to work with other faculty and staff members who
share a common passion for the mission of the School of Government.
The dean, and everyone below him. The people are the best.
Flexibility.
People and freedom to determine what i work on.
Providing services that benefit local officials and communities in NC
our mission and the commitment individuals have to it
the people, the mission, the clients
The mission of the organization and the community of people who are committed to it.
The mission and the chance to be involved in an organization that truly undertakes engaged
scholarship
the mission and the people.
interesting work, supportive colleagues, autonomy provided by mgmt
The quality and integrity of the people who work here.
the opportunity to help people by providing practical answers to legal questions.
The freedom to determine how to best serve the groups with whom I work and the diversity of the
work.
The organization is committed to its mission and appreciates my contributions to that mission and the
contributions of others.
We are almost jerk-free, more than any other organization I've ever heard of. The people here are
genuinely good-hearted, generous, committed to our mission.
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SPA
Text Response
friendly people
Despite all the talk about silos, and the ones I am aware of (staff/faculty), there is a genuine feeling of
congeniality that is permeable in the building.
the good relationship between the employees
The people; they are awesome. AND the open interaction between faculty and staff is amazing.
The comfortable work setting. Smart group of people with great ideas.
the vibe, especially considering the number and variety of employees, is very very good
FABULOUS co-workers on all levels, in all divisions.
The rapport I have with my colleagues.
Knowing that we actually affect local governments which helps all of our communities. I enjoy our
employees and clients.
the feeling that you are helping the state, no matter what you are doing.
The possibility of meaningful public service
The freedom to be creative, and the people
The atmosphere. Overall, people really care about the work they do and the people they work with.
You really feel like you are part of a team.
The people. I have never worked for an organization in which the majority of employees not only get
along and respect one another (for the most part) but also take such personal pride in working
towards the organization's mission. The sum of our parts is truly greater than the whole, and the
whole ain't so shabby itself.
The familial relationships between some people, and the feeling that all our work is toward a
common good, not into the ether of academia or the dollar bill.
The professional environment and freedom to make decisions.
The best thing about working at SOG is the people. The group of people here are extremely
welcoming and a great group to work with.
The environment. I could probably find similar work in another organization, but I don't think I could
find so many kind, helpful people. My last work environment had a much more negative culture. But
that's just a relative comparison. Regardless of what my other work environments have been like, the
SOG has MANY advantages. In addition to the great staff/culture, it's a very nice and well-maintained
building (which speaks well of management), on a great and beautiful campus, in a great town,
associated with a great university.
Being a part of the important work of the School. A good supervisor and management team.
being at UNC and working toward improving governments throughout the state
THE PEOPLE! We are so fortunate to have such committed, passionate, interesting, intelligent and
talented people here. I think most, if not all, of us realize how lucky we are to be here - and
appreciate the atmosphere, the friendliness and the sense that what we do does make a difference.
flexibility to manage my own work and opportunities to give input and improve the way we do things
The service that the SOG provides to the state -- employees and citizens.
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The building (it’s beautiful!) and the people. While we may not all get along or we don’t all
understand each other’s role, I think we all have the same drive and determination to see the school
succeed and I think for the most part we all really believe in what we do. I think that is a rare thing to
find.
EPA Professional
Text Response
The broad array of technical and professional support services we provide to promote good
governance.
the similar ethical foundation that people share.
I feel like I am making a difference across this state as part of my work at the SOG.
The diverse educational and life experiences of its employees.
the family friendly environment & flexibility
The Mission and the people
It's intellectually stimulating and we're doing practical work to make government better and more
widely respected. I also love the opportunity to meet people from around the state.
Being part of UNC-Chapel Hill and all that it offers
The people and the opportunity to serve.
Supportive environment Being able to collaborate with other SOG groups/faculty and other
University organizations I like my colleagues
is the ability to work very creative and knowledgeable people.
nice place, nice building, important mission
being part of an organization that does work that matters.
It is a great institution with a wonderful reputation and I really respect the type of work that we do.
The people are caring and competent at their jobs; the atmosphere is professional, yet informal and
down-to-earth; there is not an excessive focus on using policy development instead of common
sense.
the mission
it's a respectable institution
The pleasant work environment. Everyone is friendly.

28. The most frustrating part of working at the SOG is:
Faculty
Text Response
Too many good things to try to do and not enough time.
Bumping up against unexpected hurdles.
Exponential expansion, in recent years, of management layers and red tape with no discernible
benefit to our work. Inefficient strategic planning process.
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feeling concerned that qualified staff members will feel unappreciated or underappreciated and
leave, and that although we could do something to change that, we're not.
Very few frustrations. Lack of adequate system for sending/receiving faxes?
Too few resources to address important needs
Lack of time and skills to use technology effectively to benefit clients.
Keeping up with the changes and the increasing demands for services.
Silos, legal culture of "client groups" inhibits making connections, focus on NC is limiting when it
comes to improving impact by identifying "best practices."
I tend to find myself in lots of meetings (different working groups, projects), but I'm not sure I can see
how they could be reduced without imposing more hierarchy...and I'm not sure anyone wants that.
Frustrating is probably too harsh a word to use in this scenario, but with the growth and expansion
we have had at the School in the last 10 to 15 years, we have lost some of the "small department"
atmosphere that we once had. Not necessarily a bad thing, but there seems to be far more
administrative issues to deal with, thus impeding time for technical work.
Bureaucracy of campus policies.
Resources -- wanting to do more but not having enough time or people to do it.
High turnover of my program managers.
Work is mostly one-person, one-program or project. Little support for team work. Lack of proximity
for people in my working group--we're spread out all over the building making it difficult to build
cohesion among members.
the missed opportunities to further serve our clients due to limited communication between groups
The needs are greater than our ability to serve them.
trying to figure out the right balance of activities.
never being quite sure if you are doing enough teaching, writing, consulting, etc. to reach the tenure
goal
I do work that is underappreciated internally.
the lack of time to dedicate to more innovative and proactive work that differs from what has been
done in the past
Never enough time to do everything I want to do.
Sometimes the air is a little too rarefied for my taste. The previously-mentioned faculty-staff division
bothers me--it feels elitist and a little soul-less. I don't hear laughter in the halls. But hey-it's an
academic environment, and I don't suppose those have ever been known for their authenticity and
humility. I sometimes want to burst into song, though--or do something similarly "un-sedate."
SPA
Text Response
parking
I will never catch up.
No career growth
it's hard to make decisions quickly
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misunderstanding among divisions about the work that other divisions do
Hierarchical mentalities.
Wanting to have more of an impact, but not having the training to participate in the exciting
programs we provide.
the bureaucracy.
The empowerment of a few and the systematic disempowerment of everyone else
People who are unwilling to change for the greater good.
The occasional lack of equity between faculty and staff, ie. the parking policy.
sometimes feeling like you make the best effort to do things properly, but others may not recognize it
and work is still duplicated or made more difficult.
The current budget situation.
The most frustrating part would be the inability to be rewarded monetarily for superior performance.
This isn't necessarily the SOG, but just working for the state in general.
In the grand scheme of things, these are very minor. With that said, TIM is irritating. The old paper
system was more flexible and required less time to work with and administer. Working with OSR is
bothersome too. It simply adds more restrictions and complications without granted any advantages
in return. My position is also temporary and 100% funded by external contracts, so not knowing if I'll
still have a job when the current project ends can sometimes be stressful, but I haven't had to deal
with that problem this year. It seems the more projects I do, the greater my network of contacts is,
the more work their is, the less I have to worry about being unemployed every few months. So, as I
said, these are relatively minor frustrations.
Feeling isolated from others in the School based on location within the building maze.
people who don't understand my job
Not having time to see more of each other and get to know people even better. I tend to stay in my
part of the building and don't venture out too often. Too busy. Would be nice if we had more
"social" occasions.
Not having a manager that cares about his employees. Does not take an active role in our day to day
operations. Knows absolutely nothing about how our jobs work except on paper and that is not a
true picture of what we do and how we do it.
lack of a team effort when working with other divisions; "it's not my normal job"
Limited involvement in decision making processes.
The lack of communication. I leave that statement broad purposely, as I believe it is a very
widespread problem throughout the entire school at many different levels.
EPA Professional
Text Response
Frankly, I have not been frustrated in my time here
The rare opportunities available to share the diverse educational and life experiences of the SOG
employees.
that we are nonpartisan to such a degree that folks feel like they cannot place a bumper sticker for a
national candidate on their car -- it sometimes feels like we have to self-censor
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Parking and the emphasis on faculty
The folks who are really resistant to change and don't see organizational development as a part of
their "job."
A lack of accountability means that there are no consequences for those who are unprofessional or
are unwilling/unable to perform their job duties. This creates resentment among high-performing
employees (who often pick up the slack for others). There seems to be no correlation between
performance and recognition/compensation, which can damage morale.
Seeing the opportunity we have to make a difference in the way this state is governed and not being
able to respond as quickly as we should.
University bureaucracy (I don't expect us to be able to fix this) A lack of incentive for performance/a
lack of a formal career ladder
Lack of integration with main campus. No real travel opportunities
1) large amount of money and time spent on consultants and organizational introspection that seems
to me to have yielded very little to date; 2) same old folks on committees
Knowing so few people and often not feeling like a part of the group.
People have begun to worry overly much about "silos" instead of looking at our work as necessarily
focused in specific areas and thinking about how we continue to improve and encourage good
communication among faculty and staff in all areas of the organization so that best practices are
shared and knowledge about each others work is shared.
these days, having to worry about funding sources
managerial assumptions that staff are incompetent and have no advice to offer

29. The best thing about my job is:
Faculty
Text Response
The challenging work in a supportive environment (people, facilities, leadership, work culture).
The students/clients, coworkers, the content of my work.
The work I do means something.
helping people and spending time with my colleagues.
It's different every day.
Direct service, flexibility
Colleagues Independence Sense of making a difference and being appreciated
Working with such smart people who inspire me to live up to their quality and dedication.
Independence, variety, mix of teaching-advising-writing. I very much enjoy being PG editor.
Freedom to conduct research on topics of interests
Being part of an institution that is really about engaged scholarship that perfectly aligns with my
goals. I really value being a part of the SOG and what the SOG is all about. The mission corresponds
with how I want to make an impact professionally.
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my freedom - of work hours, place and focus.
Helping public officials -- knowing that we make their work easier.
Lack of frustration
I call the shots for what I do.
combination--mission, intellectual challenge, people I work with
working with my client group
The autonomy I have in my job, the flexibility I have to define my work, and the variety that the work
offers.
the freedom to think, write, and independently manage my time and responsibility
Helping people.
Encouragement, support, opportunity, appreciation...can I pick four best things?
hands-down, the autonomy I enjoy in looking after my client group. I have freedom identify and
prioritize needs, and resources (admittedly, a little less these days, but still) to meet them.
SPA
Text Response
I feel valued
Using skills I value, feeling useful to my department's work and also to the larger School, being
encouraged to think creatively. Having a manager with integrity and who is a big-picture thinker.
the audience and faculty I work with and autonomy of the job
I feel respected. People make me feel that my opinion matters, even if it doesn't!
The great group of people I work with, the challenges day to day
it really does seem to benefit better governance
work I enjoy and FABULOUS co-workers
Diversity of tasks, autonomy, and colleagues
My work is not micro managed and my immediate supervisor is brilliant.
getting to learn about the law while working and getting to see how the state runs. And my coworkers...we really have a great team here!
Flexibility
Freedom to do my job, and the actual job that I do
The variety. I work with a variety of people, departments, and projects/tasks.
the friends I have and always trying to keep in mind even if I am just speaking on the phone with
someone, that I am helping the state and working for a better government. I really believe that most
of the time.
Everyday is different.
The best thing about my job is the interaction with the clients. For the most part, they are extremely
grateful for the work that you do.
The flexibility I have. I primarily work from home, and that grants me an enormous amount of
flexibility, which really energizes me and grants me an enormous amount of job satisfaction. The kind
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of work I do relies greatly on my creativity and ability to think freely. In past jobs, I've found those
abilities can been stifled by the kinds of restrictions often imposed in regular office environments. I
value the flexible work situation I have so much that I would not leave this job for another, even if the
other paid more, if it required me to work in a regular office environment.
I work with a good group of staff and administrators. I am given the freedom to do my job without
being micro-managed.
my co-workers
The faculty I work with and fellow program managers. I appreciate that they make me feel like an
important part of the program, and I appreciate the fact that there is no "micro-managing" here (at
least in my group). We are fortunate here to have a certain freedom or flexibility about our work
hours. Mine don't vary too often, but I know that it's okay if I'm a few minutes late on occasion. And
there's NEVER a dull moment! It's an interesting place to be. I also appreciate the support provided
by other departments - IT, print shop, marketing... Great sense of TEAM spirit and helpfulness.
Working with my faculty members and the people I interact with on a daily basis
being involved with improvements
The work I do and the persons with whom I work.
Knowing my work is aiding towards the betterment of the state.
EPA Professional
Text Response
The freedom to pursue my interests in supporting local government provision of environmental
services in a productive manner.
the varying schedule and projects
Everything!
The opportunity to meet people and share the SOG experience with them.
determining my own work priorities; the diversity of issues I work on and the variety of formats
The impact I'm able to have
Being part of a team that works really well together and is passionate about our work. I also love
interacting with the MPA students who see the value of public service.
Some of my co-workers are fantastic collaborators, which makes certain projects very satisfying.
The chance to serve others by managing programs and teaching.
Relatively autonomous Great colleagues
Is the ability to be innovative and creative.
generally get to go home around 5:00ish
working with those people who value my contributions to their work and appreciate my contributions
to their work and effectiveness
I really enjoy the work I do.
I like what the School does for North Carolina and am happy to play a role in facilitating that work.
getting to teach practitioners
can actually improve things on occasion
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The people I work with - they are just great!

30. The most frustrating part of my job is:
Faculty
Text Response
Again, too many good things to try to do and not enough time.
Feeling out of the loop.
Endless, inefficient decision-making processes.
not having enough time to focus on research and writing because of my daily advising duties.
It's hard to get much writing done, given the phone calls and emails.
Too much to do, too little time to do it
Lack of time and skills to use technology effectively to benefit clients.
Keeping up with the changes and increasing demands for services.
Difficulty managing time sometimes ... a lot of meetings and whatnot that take away from
concentrated time writing and doing other faculty work.
administrative paperwork
Juggling and prioritizing.
Dealing with grant issues that don't follow the rules that I've invested time in learning.
I am largely doing my work alone.
almost always feeling behind in my work
limited interaction with other SOG employees
The difficulty of trying to be all things to all people.
feeling like I barely have enough time to complete the basic work, let alone be innovative
dealing with colleagues who are negative, and sometimes downright unfriendly.
SPA
Text Response
parking
Not enough time to do everything we would like.
being the messenger
Some co-workers are too forthcoming about their own resentments and resist cooperation and
collaboration.
it's hard to do things quickly
lack of communication that sometimes occurs between divisions
Salary
Repetitive tasks and answering the same questions over and over.
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not always being able to make the decision on how to do something and having to wait for approval
from others.
Poor managerial practices
unreasonable requests and no respect for my time
sometimes it can be difficult dealing with outside customers who need extra instruction on our
procedures, but I am prepared for that. Within my division, I wish there was more clear definition on
how we proceed with our projects, but this is vastly improving now.
The work load.
The most frustrating part of my job is the hurry up and wait game. I spend a lot of time waiting to
complete my job due to someone else then being rushed to complete it.
There is nothing about my job I find frustrating. It's a great fit for me and I thrive in the unusual
situation.
Being left out of the loop when information directly impacts the work I am doing.
not knowing if it's safe from budget cuts
Sometimes - there just aren't enough hours in the day. But that's not a complaint. It balances out in
other ways.
getting answers for problems or questions I may have
things we continue to do that do not make sense just because they've been done historically or
faculty have the power to decide
Limited (increasingly) involvement with persons with whom I work.
Sometimes feeling underappreciated and underestimated. Sometimes I also feel held back, like I’m
not doing all that I’m capable of doing, but I think that that comes with the restraints of the position,
it is entry-level after all. I also get frustrated with people’s (including our clients) resistance to using
new technology to communicate, work etc.
EPA Professional
Text Response
No means of professional advancement is apparent without leaving.
Having to explain how the school's association with the University is not any indication of
neverending funding streams.
not knowing quite what sort of impact my work has
Not always being taken seriously by some (a very few) of the faculty with whom I work...my
recommendations are sometimes overlooked.
An ever-increasing workload with no clear priorities. The longer I work at the School, the more
difficult it is to strike a work-life balance because of the growing workload the long hours.
Not having enough resources to do everything I want to do.
University bureaucracy
sit in an office all day, pretty lousy benefits for a large university and benefits get cut while premiums
continue to rise. Salary not where I think it should be--despite the economy.
trying to sell to others the benefits of working with my unit and getting faculty to look beyond old
teaching habits
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Working with people who I feel do not see the value in the work I do.
Finding enough time in a day to spend talking with others in the School about what they do and
whether there might be good intersections in my work and theirs.
not knowing, as an EPA professional, my prospects of getting a faculty appointment someday. There
is no defined career development work for me, and there is no school-wide policy on promotion of
EPA professionals to faculty
managerial assumptions that do not include me or even take me into consideration -- or assumptions
about my work from people who have no direct contact with what I do.
There have been times, I have not felt empowered to make certain decisions (even minor ones)
because those decisions had to be routed to the management team for approval.

31. The most significant change or initiative that could be implemented to
make the SOG a more high performing organization would be:
Faculty
Text Response
More sharing of how we do what we do that others within the organization might learn from. I think
this is likely to require multiple prongs and we already do much of this. However, I think there is a lot
further we could take this in nearly all aspects of the work that goes on in the building.
A document management system.
To improve communications among all employees.
devising a better way to deal with daily advising/consulting requirements
From a narrow faculty perspective, more faculty working in my and related fields. More generally,
faster turn-around in publications, continued enhancement of IT support for teaching, web
development, distance learning options
Have technology professional(s) devoted to specific areas of faculty work.
Increase communication, trust, and opportunities for collaboration among individuals and groups of
employees.
Benchmark us against one university and one private sector organization.
I think we need to re-think how we are organized. I'm not sure what the solution is, but it would be
nice to think about how we could organize in a way that would reduce the silo-effect, client-focused
mindset and increase cross-functional work focused on having a greater impact.
Paperless office? Flex work-space? Flex work-time?
i'm drawing a blank -- i think we are high performing now.
Greater emphasis and reward for shared accountability for programs and projects.
We have got to make some choices. We must abandon the idea that we can never say no. Never
saying so is just another way of refusing to establish priorities. To be honest, it may mean allowing
faculty less autonomy than before and encouraging more centralized decison-making.
an organizational commitment to collaboration
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Leave the faculty alone to do their work.
I'd like to see staff feel more confident and secure in interacting with faculty, expressing opinions,
talking in meetings, pulling up a chair at lunch, taking a long coffee break to chat, just being more
present. I realize that the barriers to this do not originate with an unwilling staff. What does it say
that we had to have separate meetings, just so that staff could feel comfortable being honest? I
sometimes hear program managers make ominous comments about things faculty is unaware of, and
I get a fleeting sense that staff members here have to worry about "getting into trouble" when faculty
don't. I get that tenure is a big deal, in terms of job security, but protections under the SPA give some
protection too. I think I don't understand this dynamic--and I admit that gullibility is one of most
charming qualities--but I see the negative impact everywhere. I'd like to see that change, and it
seems to me that it requires a strong insistence on the part of our leaders. I don't know how to
change this, frankly. In a dispute between a faculty member and a staff member, does it ever occur
that the staff member's position is supported and validated by our leaders?
SPA
Text Response
more overall awareness of what everyone does
Inter-division collaboration/cooperation; eliminating silos.
a more unified approach to addressing issues. This could be difficult since the department has grown
so large and we have so many areas of specialization now.
We perform at so much higher level than places I have worked in industry, that I can't offer anything
more than individuals taking responsibility for clear, transparent internal communication.
keep changing with the state. Don't be static. When in a budget crisis where students can't pay to
travel to the SOG for a course, find a way to take it to them but remembering the whole time that we
are here to serve them and not make money. If they don't have money to travel, they likely don't
have thousands of dollars to have a program performed over the internet either.
Communication training, team building activities and cross-sector teams
a centralized database or content management system to coordinate jobs and projects in the
building.
Promote understanding of all the different parts of the organization and different projects and topics
everyone is involved in- so that work does not have to be duplicated.
Communication improving.
I have no idea. It depends a lot on what you mean by "high performing". If you mean just general
efficiency, I don't think the SOG is inefficient, so I don't have anything to offer on that front. If you
mean better able to help the state with government-related issues, we could consider being more
proactive about local, regional, and state policy issues. We could work with stakeholders in those
three levels of government, identify policy issues that distress them the most, and execute a project
designed to address those issues.
rethink the jobs of staff and the current structure to make sure roles match what people actually do
and that the structure is as efficient and effective as it should be
Recognize that people need to be valued and made to feel part of a team to increase productivity.
Better communication. I think we are already making great strides towards this with the upcoming
round tables talking about the budget etc. But honestly it’s the everyday issues that suffer the most
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from the lack of communication that exists.
EPA Professional
Text Response
Make certain processes more technology based. Examples: -Do not print materials; distribute via email and folks can print if they need to. -Do away with paper based forms (i.e. creating a CD and
filling out a paper to walk to the print shop - doing all of this electronically would save time and
resources.) -Give each employee a copier code to enter; this would do away with paper on
clipboards that have to be filled out in the copier room.
accountability at every level - 360 degree evaluation - knowing who and where our competition is making sure that our product is the best and that it is delivered in a timely and professional manner.
Emphasis on team rather than individual accomplishment.
Diversifying the faculty.
Implementation of a 360-degree feedback mechanism with meaningful consequences, including
rewards/recognition for high performers.
Hire administrators with experience managing a large organization within a university/government
environment.
Increasing accountability Career ladders for EPA Professionals
more coordination or communication across our "silos"
Make everyone accountable--come up with equitable ways of measuring value to the organization-which may be independent of tenure and promotion measurements.
reducing/streamlining the layers of management
More time set aside (or continued encouragement to do this) for faculty and staff and students to
have informal conversation about their work. Coffees, lunches, ???
information on all of the resources available through the SOG and through the university as a whole.
I don't think I am even scratching the surface of what is available to us.
managerial reorganization

32. Please provide any other comments or suggestions you have about
organizational issues at the SOG.
Faculty
Text Response
I am concerned that many staff members feel frustrated and unappreciated, but do not feel like there
is a way for them to address their concerns. I hear about their frustrations only when I accidentally
interrupt staff members who are discussing their concerns, or when I run into someone who has had
an especially bad day, but I worry that staff have these concerns all the time. It seems to me that
staff do not feel comfortable discussing these concerns with their supervisors, and this contributes to
low morale and high turnover. I do not know how to fix this--maybe with an SOG-specific ombuds
person? Or with a staff advocate?
I hope we can soon move beyond "strategic planning" and incorporate improvement and self71

evaluation into our regular process and work.
While we think about the ways in which we can improve, let us not forget all the good things we
have. This is a special institution in a lot of ways and we should think about building on our strengths
rather than focusing on how to "fix" what might be wrong.
Have program managers report to faculty (at least in part.) Too many layers of oversight, too
detached from day-to-day activities.
We have great leadership.
The growth of information technology support has been a boon to all of us.
SPA
Text Response
Like I've said earlier, the SOG is the best place I've ever worked. I love my job, my co-workers, my
employer, and the environment I get to work in. My preference is that little, if anything, changes.
So shallow and organization should not have significant organizational issues, right?
EPA Professional
Text Response
This is not the best format in which to answer all these written questions.
The culture is slowly changing from "we've always done it this way and I refuse to change" to
recognizing opportunities for innovation and improvement. I would love to see some reward or
recognition system for those who actively promote and embrace innovation and improvement.
We seem a little management-heavy. HR seems over-staffed for our needs--I'm usually referred to
central HR office when I have questions.
Do we need so many chiefs in OIS?
Find other units on campus that work with governments in NC and understand if we can collaborate
with them. I know the School of Public Health does trainings for government health officials and the
Planning department does work with local governments as well. We should coordinate outside of our
building as well as inside of it.
We pay consultants every few years but never make any real changes. Get at core issues and quit
paying to reevaluate the same thing for no real purpose.
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